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ABSTRACT
Major roles, relationships, and responsibilities of

key individuals involved in supervising bilingual teacher,and student
teacher training'are explored in this paper.,The instructional team
concept is explained as the basis for dev'eloping a program Which
requires that all individuals involved in the training of bilingual
personnel possess a common understand,ing of bilingual program goals.
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instruc.tional team members: (1) university supervisor; (2)

cooperating teacher; (3) bilingual student teacher; .(4) bilingual-

program director; (5) bilingual supervisor or resource leaders; (6) -

bilingual teacher; and (7) school principal. Appended,is an overview
of the clinical supervision cycle, a listing of bilingu0 education
teacher competencies,. and samples of forms used in developing this
framework for improving bilingual educatinn. (JD)
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ABSTRACT

Historically, institutional innovations Within a school district's

instructional program usually expand the initial focus of attention from

theteacheeandchildto-includevariousotherimportant school personnel.

t4ter more than a decade since.the passage-of the,Dilingual Education Act",

the focus of this. educational Innovation has not changed. There is little
4

or no evidence, of an attempt to define the role of instructional super-
,

vision or,administration in the implementation of bilingual programd
-

designed to Seive.Spanish-speaking populations. N._

This papereproposes two'types of supervisionclinical and-deiclopmental,-
,

for aPplication within a bilingual education context. Whereas each indepen-
.

dent model-,has nuMerouS Merits, it is prbposed that fo'r biling4al education

programs,%ailual modeleivof field-based supervision wotild prove more .effective,
1

0.1

Efforts to develop a delivery mechanism for. supervision of bilingual tdachers

and student teachers could yielct multiple benefits to-bilingual education per-
.

sonnel at the IHE and at the school districts. By establishing a network of

university field-test programs, utiliziAg a.more holiStic approach to super-
'

vision, a clearer definition of the role of superviion in bilingual education

programs can be realized. 4
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Research in the area of instructional u'ervision within the context of
. . .

bilingual education is sorely ndeded. While a recentG:eviewg..of bilingual

education research revealed an increase in.the number of studies:dealing with

teaching kethodology;curriculum,- and language acquiSition theory, supervision

.

.

of teaching in bilingual.programs was mentioned yly occasionally in btu4ies

related to teacher training:

-

Hilliard (1982), in a report to the American Psycholog<.cal Assol(ation

(APA) on the "effectiveness of Bilingual Educatian: 'Pblicy Implementations"
,

of Recent Research," duringits 99th'Annual COnvention in Washington.C.,,

:argued that'what is neede'd in the improvement of educationparticularly/

,

bilingual educationis increatfrd research which deals with leadership in

\the impromement of instruction. He suggested that too'much faith has been
0

, . i

placed in ihe capacity of current bilingual 'education research to effectively'
i

assess programs and methods. Policies which can.affect the future of

bilingual education are being formulated on the basis of research which is

too limited in scope .p trulY judge its effectiveness. (Baker And dere2nter,

. 1981; "Hilliard, 1982)

Copyright,/Gonzalez.-Baker and'Tinajero, Pending:,19,83.
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.
Que.particularly significant study which supports these same arguments

-,andpointedly deals with the need for supervision ofbilingual programs was-
_

the study conduCted by Leonard Vafverde in 1979. In a three month survey-of
A .

bilingual programs in three stat,esCalifornia; Arizona, and Texaswhere

'most bilingual programs exist; Valverde attempted to determine the.extent
1 ' a

instructional supervision 1.1-1 bilingual education. He discovered that super- ,

vision of instruction is in fact, one of the most neglected !aspecl's in the

, ,

process of implementing dual-language programsNin thd public schools.

The study concluded that current practices in supervision of bilingual

teaching were random, unsystematic, and 'in most cases virtuallyonón-dxistent.

Valverde proposed that major deficiencies in the supervision of these programs

could be removed by more clearly defining the roles, elitionehips, and

responsibilities of supervisory staff and by proiiding relevant formal ,

training and guided field-experience.

A recent interview with Dr. Valverde indicated thatisince the date of

_his publication, "Instructj.,onal Supervision in Bilingual Education: A

New Focus.gor.the 1.980's," little progress or 'follow-up research has beet

, I
made in t)e supervisionvof bilingual teachers. Valverde emphasized that the

. ,

1
importance of high quality instructional.supervision in all educational .

-

programs is unquestionable. ege believes that those interested in quality

bilingual education should also direct more time apd effort to the leadership

1sector through instruc'tional supervision. Thr ough quality instrucSional

superVision, many of the major problems facing bilingual education ,could

begin/to be resolved. 'Supervision when properly practiced; can provide a

mechanism to.(1) promote tke growth of instructional staff members, (2) )

impFpve the instructional.program for bilingual learners,sand (3). foster

Improved curriculum development.

I.



There are many aspects of bilingual program supervision in negd of

. attention. 'Our own observation o- f bilingual teachers and supervisors support

I.

1 ,

some of the same contenions that surround general instruCtional supervision
et-

in regular programs--bo;h'teachers and supervisors.needjto develop a more

productive relationship. It is not uncommr to hear 'complaints related to

teacher/supervisor frustrations.

Research studies have ifidicated that supervisors and teachers hole-

'different-views regarding supervisory effectiveness. Comments and abserva-
1

tidns frequently made by bilingual 4chers parallel those4criticisms

1

expressed by tegular program teacherrin a study bi.Blumburg (1574) Where

. /
they stated that siipervisors-seem td be out of touchwith the classrodm; much,

(
.

, . \
of what is communicated involves procedural trivik; supervisors avoia

teachera;.'Which makessteachers think that supervisors, are insecure; super-

visOrs.appear to be democratic', but in reality are not sincere; and super-

visors particularly lack interpersonal communication Skills.

liV

A more recent study of Blumburg (1980) indicatea that supervisd7*
- ,. % tlil ,

. 41
generally lack training to fulfillmost of their duties and.responsibilities.

..x,

If superVisors are not technically competent in the performance oflthose

:ta:ks most.dircLyted to teacher's work and to the improvement of it--

then teachers and supervisors tend to avoid one another (Alfonso and

Goldberry, 1982).

Studies by Ritz and Cashell (1980) attribute prqblems in superviSlawAo

the process thrigh which supervisors are selected. Their studies revealed

that very few sChool systems selected\instrucrional supervisors on the basis

of their,htibtan reiations skills; most acquire4their new positions as a result

of demonstrated success in the classroom, whichldoes not asSure suCcess as a
e



supervisor. Ritz and Cashell contend that -success" in the educat4onal dense

4f

is more closely related to the formal responsibilities of supervision than

miccessful teaching experience. They also noted that nly the'rare schivoI
n

. district rewarded a/supervisor for his or her emphasis on interpersonal/

°communicaeion activities,. Valverde (1979) made Similar observation@ in-his

study of s gertsision in bilingual education. The problems in supervisfon of

bilingual ducation prodrams arising from lack a training are further,com-,/

pqunded by the fact that there'are not enough supervisars'available to

provi.de the necessary Support to-the classroom teaCher.. N./

While much is made of the 'importance of instructional supervision in the

field a education--in.bilingual programs the teacher sees litrie of it. qIn

Texas, for,example, the'Valverde Study showed the ratio btween bilingual

classroom teachers and supervisors to be approximately 50:1, It was also

founAthat only 5% of the instructional staff were certified 1y the Texa41t-

Education Agency a@ having Accessfully completed an academic program in

supervision, and that in fact many of the Texas school diStriaes'circumvent

the requirement for supervisor.credentials by appointing instructional support

staff as "ASource teachers."

Bilingual education'involves many-complex, difficult, iSsues that have

been little (or insufficiently) studied. The need for.additional-research is

great. Educators involved in fdlitilduai'pragrani implementation haVe faced

numerous prablems beyond"the.realm of instructional. supervision. Many of the
0

original problems and prsasureS whickhave challenged the concept of bilingual--
,

education fram the onset are spill present today. Although-the needPfor the

development ofsleadership and supervisory cOMpetencies'in bilingual education
. ,

.
. .

...-
has not been sufficiently expressed in the literature; many of us who work-

s

4.

4 1 I



closely with bilingual teaChers agree that,the tithe has come to place

,

instructional leadershi-p through proper supervision'high on the list of
A-

, _ ,,
...

. priorities if bilingual
/

education is cto gain the credibility with scWbol.
F _

,
. . .

-

. .. administratfts, teachers, and the commuqity as a whole. \Bilingual educators

.
t ,

' -'and reSearchers thust now look beyond the importance/ of competencies solely_
,

Ak . . . , ,

e. .
.

. .

..

for classroom teachers and realize the importance'of competent supervisors
.

1

I.

I
1

Ito

.'and iAstructional leaders.

It has been almost five years since the publication of Valverde's study

,
.

and the state of .the art,of instructional supervision of dual-language

programs is still unstable and relatively undefined. rec\ conditions for '

A-

'*

focusing on the field of,supervision'are far better today than they were fitte
>

-

years ago. The additional years ()f researcNand field experienCe have'

improved services to bilingual

terms of materials, inAervice,

classroom teachers and paraprofessionais in

teaching methodology, teacher competencies,

and student language assessment. the faa that'these areas have been

strengthened- has liaved the way for a clearer delineation of the role of

supervision within the bilingual context.

\

factors and community cross-pressures which often affiect the supervision of

bilingual programs, nor will it focus on the.entire scopeOf general

This work will not attempt to deal with large numbers of spcio-political

instructional supervisory competencies revired to fulfill other supervisory

tasks.* Instea4, it is our goal to suggest a fraMework from,which theories,

*For 'a more 'compreibensive list of supervisory dompetencies needed in

bilingual programs refer to: "Supervision of Instruction in Bilingual
-.-Programs" by Leonard A. Valverde in Bilingual Education_for Latinos, 1970:

4

^.4
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concepts, and skills n_bd definifof improving bilingual instruction in

the "slinic" or claggroom letting., The proposed'framework will draw upon the
s'

basic principles of canidal and develolmental supervisio e supervision'-,
in this approach if field-btsed and can bdspeCifically;dir.ected to super-

visors,4bilingual classroom teachers, and student teachers. This type of

frinework can offer practical solutions to those programs in the local hoOl

(districts that have,bilingual supervigors and.to institutious of higher

educatioa that are involVed in the training and certification orbtringual

student teachers.
111

The principles and procedures of clinical supervision can.provide clarity

and spdcificfty of 'competencies, rqles, and responsibilities needed for

direct, in-cIass supervision of the bilingual teacher or student teacher.

\,) If clinical supdrvision is practiced in light oi what 4s clAtlynown

.
regardihg teachdr concerns and teacher stages of development, it has the

. .

. ..q. 1 I

potential to improve the'quality of instruction which is currently being

0 .

400F
provided .to children of limited Engligh proficien4.

Ultimately,*the goal'of this work is to encpurage bilingual researchers

and educators-alike, to use enlightened forms of human Interaction for the
faro

purpose of developing inseructional leadership.

Clinical and Developmental SlipervisiOn,in Bilingual Education

./ Clinical superVision in bilingual education was first suggested by

Valverde (1978) ag'-a possible mode for providing staff development'within

4
/

the classrook. The clinical approach to supervising teachers.was developed

in the 1960's by. Morris Cogan,and a group of colleagues at Harvard University.

.
Clinical supervision involves a five-step process that aims at helping the

P

teacher identify, and clarify problems, receive feedback data from the super7,

6

NV,

I



visor, and,develop solutions with the.help of.,the teacher. The major:theory

and principles underlying clinical supervision are described in-det&Jl in two

books:. Morris'Cogan's Clinical Supervibion and Robert 0c4dhammer's

entitled Clinical Supervision: Special Methods for Supervision of Teachers.

- Goldhammerl et. al. (1980) defined clinicaileupervisibn as that phase
('- .

.

of instructional Supervisi:On which draws itS data from first-hAnd observation

of actual teaching events and ecurring teaching patterns. it involves face-
t.

to-face interaction between the Sufervisbr and.teacher in the 'analysis.of

_teaching behaviors and-aCtivities for instrudtibnal iMprovement.

Clinical supervision more clearly defines, as well as prescribes-the:

role of the teacher and supervisor. According to Goldhammer, et. al. (1980),

,

the following nine characteristics or notioni are generally &ssociated with'
"

clinical supervision; it:

;. ia a technolo improving instruction.,

2. is a deliberate int eAtion into the instructional process.

3. is goaloriented, comb ool and personal growth needs.

4. assumes a working relatt en teacher and sUpervisor.
.

5. !requires mutual trust, n understanding support and

commitment for growth., nd

6. is systematic, yet requires a flexible and contiquously changing
methodology.

Ik

7. creates productive tension for bridging the "reallideal" gaf.

8. assumes the supervisor knows more about instruction and learn g

the teacher.

requires training for the supervisor.

The 'basic clinical supervision todel described by Goldhammer consists of

five stages which comprise the sequence of supervision. By applying this

sequenCe to various mutually identified instructional problems the te,acher

4
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4. and supervisorre involved in the rcycle of supervision." The sequence

consists of the following five stages: (1) pre-observation conference; -

(2) observation; (3) analysis and strategy; (4) sgpervision conference; and
, r

(5) pose-conference aAhlysis. (See Appendix A: "ClinKI eupervision % *
..

Cycle; An Overview.

Cogan .(1973)!advised that any one of the steps'in the cycle may be

C 111-

altered or omitted, Or new proceduresimstitUted depending on die. nature

of the situation.or on the successful development of working relationships

0
between the supervisor and the teacher. GaTman (1983) warns that care

a #

must be taken to.ensure that the mtthod of Iclinical supprvielon and-the
Tse

spirit with which it is practiced does not become ritualistic-or mechanical

in nature. Mosteducators realize that no single approach to supervision .

can address the myrtal of,probrems that teachers fact. in day-to

day responsibilities. If supervision is to be effective, the approach

must be flexible and sensitive to the'ever-changing coOitionsin the

,classrooui. ,r

Recently, studies by educatos, (Loucks, 1978, 1980) interested in

1

supervision of adult learners have suggested adding the developmental

dimtu_siop to clinical supervision. GlAman (1980), tor bel, ieveiexample
_

,

,
,

chat it is necessary to
4 consider specific stages of teacherdevelopment

'

4 before defining supervisory behavior. This.view is supported' by the-pilot

(190) witi.; beginning teachers and

studies parallel Piaget's studies

research studies done by Frances Fuller

successful experienced teachers. These

-
of development in children. The Fuller research shows that the child

'
development progression from egocentric to altruistic thinking iewpit-.

ulates itself when adults enter a new career.

a

Glickman illustrates in'



Figure 1 how teacher levels of concerns, shift as they progress through the

three stages of, develppment along the Piagetian continuum--from self-

-

adequacy,to the classroom . and finally to other students and teachers.

'Fuller
(1469) noted that student-teachers tended td`always remain at the'

4

lower'level of the developterital continuum, while the developmental stage ,of
..4

f

inserviCe teachers tended to range from one extreme to the other. Glickman

is careful to note that the stages illustrated here-..are not all-inclusive

and that there is often some overlap frot one to the next, as well as a

possibility of regression when obstacles become too great.

FIGURE 1. Simplified Stages of Teacher Development

Thought 'Egocentric Altruistic

'Concern

Stage

Self Adequacy

I

Classroom

. II

Ofhei students & Teachers

III

Glickman, 1980

. .

According to Glickman, classroom supervision can be more effective-when

it is practiced with a developmental approach. He proposes that supervisory

clhbavior should match the developmental stage of the teacher. The nature of

the activities that occur within each of the stages of clinical supervision

have'a set of purposes and possibilities which encourage the supervisor to

incorporate strategies for raatchin'g supervisory behavior with the appropriate

stages of development of the teacher. As the supervisor progresses through

the stages in the clinical supervision cycle--his or her supervisory behavior

is tailored to the in*vidual teacher. Generally, supervisory behavior can

be grouped into three somewhat simplified todels, categorized as (1) directive,

\i(2) collaborative, or (3) non-directive. The directive model proposes



1supervisory behaviors that are almost, exclusively asserted by the supervisor-- -

enforcing standards of teacher cdmpetency by modeling, directing, and

:ueasuring proficienCy levels. The collaborative model advocates %that 'the

xoles and responsibilities in the supervisor/teacher relationship be baSed on

equality. Any change,in the cssrobm environment is mutually planned and

both teacher and supervisbr share in presenting, interadting, arid evaluating

the outcomes. The non-directive mk,del.suggests that the supervisory behavior

be of minima]: influence-,ra listener, non-judg5ental clarifier, and encourager

of teacher decisiOns. Thus the supervisor dect'eases or increases the degree
.

of influence based: on the reacher's own perception, thoughts, and concerns

of his or her own competency.
)

Hall, Wallace, and DOssett (1573) applied the concept ofteacher

- development and level,of concern based on Fuller's (1969) earlier work to

teachers invoived in instructional innakrations. They developed the.Concerns

Based Adoption Model (CBAM) which identified seven stages of concern about

the inAvations. (See Figure 2) Dominguez, Tumner (1979), and Acosta

(1980) utilized these concepts with bilingual teachers. TheST administered

the stages of concern questionnaire SoCQ (See Appendix) to bilingual teachers

in various school districts in Texas. The purpose of their study was to

determine level of concern toward bilingual education and to determine the

relationship of selected variables to the type of concern expressed. The

researchers wanted to establish the extent of the c mmitment of bilingual

program participants. This kind-of information would be helpful in

identifying the -Eng of staff. development activities needed for bilingual

program improvement.

10
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FIGURE .2.- Stages of Concern: .

Typical, Expresgions of.Congern About the Innovation

Stages of Concern

6 Refocusing

5 Collaboratioqk

4 Cotsequence

3 Management

2 Pettonal

1 Informational

0 Awareness

Expressions of Copcern

'I have some ideas about something-that would work even t

better.

I am concerned about relating what am doing with

what other teacherS are doing.

How is my use affecting students?

I seem to be spending all my'time getting material
ready. 110

How will using it affect me?

I would like to know more about it.

I 4am not concerned about it (the innovation).
Loucks and Pratt, 1979'

By understanding and analyzing the stages of teacher or student teacher

development, a bilingual sdpervisor or cooperating teacher can identify the
4

nature and degree of supervisory.responsibility needed to better serve

individual needs of bilingual teachers or tea

single uniform approach regardless of level of development.

%
hers-to-be, instead of using a

The 41ingual teacher's and practice teachers stage af development can

b etermined by using,the SoCQ by closely analyzing Cheir own statements
a

of concern. Generally, at the beginning stages the developing bilingual
-4

teacher is characterized-by concerns for his or her own adequacy. The most

typical questions asked at this ,stage of development are largely, "What

should I teach?" "Can I face the classroom tomorrow?" "What language do I

use to teach what subject?" As bilingual teachers become More secure in their

competence, the qUestion might shift.to, "How can my teaching in the native

language and the target language be of increased benefit to LEP students?"

At.this stage thOilingual 'teacher would want to seek out better baingual

II 1=

11
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.Nr

materi:DaL utilize otherdtaI-langutie teaching Strategies whidh could

'

4 enhance the educational opportUnities of students with limited English

proficiency. In the final'stage Of Wielopment, the bilingual teacher would

be more concerned with the school (or profession as a whole) and would look
, .z

for answers to questions which would benefit the field'of bilingual education.

.Thus far, we have set ;he context for clinical-development supervision

%

or-inservice bilingual teachers and to some degree reference has been made to

clinical preservice bilingual teacher education. Robert Hughes, Jr. (1982)

stresses that one cannot discuss the education of teachers without giving

,some consideratio7 to the place and parpose of student teaching or-practice,

teaching. Maxine Green (1982) describes practice teaching as a cornerstone

of education and believes that the nature of student teaching must be further

researthed since it has possibilities for, affecting all of sthooling. Hughes

(1982), in a report to a recent conference on student teaching stated, "The

task that emerges in student teaching seems to be onelof establishing a

theoretical and empirical basis for making decisions about what 'practice,
0

evaluation, and strategies far supervision lead to' the most competent

teachers." 0

In a study by Theis-Sprinthall (1980), supervision of student teaching

is described as the most troublesome aspect of programs in teacher education.

The study concluded that part of the difficulty in practice teaching seems

to derive from an inability to specify the supervisor's rdle. Efther the

0

role is so general instructional superviqion, or too specific--

i.e., supervision as individualized instruction, that it is most difficult

either theoretically or empirically to create a systematic supervisory mode.;)

The study further pointed out a need for careful work with inservice

cooperating teachers. This is perhaps one of the most significant findings

. 12
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I.

of the TheisSprinthall Study. Sprinthall is currently conducting a first

attempt to systematically instruct cooperating teachers through a method,.

-

designed to raise the teachers developmental stage. More solid research is

needed in defining the xeSponsibilities and behavioral roles of cooperating

teachers as they assume supervisory functions in the development of the

teacher-to-bp. Cooperating teachers must realize that the'Student teachdr

alSo develops in stages from (1) a depehdent observerto (f2) a guided

apprentice and ultimately to (3) the practitioner who begins to initiate

insctuctional change. 40

The rebearch 9tudies which have been reviewed in tfiis work aMply sUpport

the belief that the clinical-developmentaL apprOach to supervision=is

appropriate for preseririce and inservite teachers alike. Likewise, in

defining an approach or a model of instructional supervision for bilingual

programs, a dual model--the clinical developmental model dppears to be the

most appropriate since it provides a more holistic approach to supervisor/
=

teacher interaction. The dual model incorporates all of'those specific

features which are sensitive to the developing teacher. Bilingual teachers

and student teachers, like 'all teachers, are at various stages of development

in their career in bilingual education. In Texas, for example, the extent

of training which bilingual teachers have received can'vary from the 30-clock-

hour institute for endorsement, to a 24-hour university program where

1
bilingual education has been selected as the area of specialization.

Experience often varies.from beginning teachers 'to 25 years or more in the

classroom. The perseived level of competence, concerns, and security that

bilingual teachers possesS is largely dependent on program and experience.'

(Acosta, 1980) A supervisory moll for bilingual education programs mualt be

flexible yet sufficiently structUred to be comprehensive. A flexible model

13



4
would provide for all levels of teacher competencyIn addition, a super7

visory model for bilingual program must ipe particulaly directed towards the

development of a bilingual teacher's competencies in ielation to those

competencies not mtually exclusive to gllingual 4-ducation and-which, in

some cases may have been previously acquired hy-each individual teacher. In

the State,of Tex4 the Texas Education Agency has designated 39 teacher

competencies (See,Appendix) within the following five areas: .(1) language-

;linguistics, ant content, (2) culture, (3) testi:jig methocth, (4) instructional

methods and (5) instructional material usq. Teachers and supervisors in the

Texas Bilingual Programs must use this list of competencies as criteria for

improving teacher performance since they are considered crucial to effective

instruction within a bilingual setting. The monitoring of bilingual progfam II

t 40

implementat,ion 15'y the Texas Education Agency is condued using' a ;m9,nit9ring

,

checklist" (See Appendix, items 15A-E) which includes items from.the list

of competencies. This checklist can be adapted and utilized by the local

school ditrict to help the bilingual teacher and supervisor evaluate teather

performance and mutually define areas itof needed improvement duringythe pre-

observation cdhference of the clinical supervision cycle. Golub (1980)

utilized a series of coMpetency checklists for deyeloping bilingual

x.,

competencies in the classroom, ) 4'
.. k..

. ..

In summary; we believe the literature.thus far reviewed, and our own

experience with the problems Of bilingual programAimplementation makes.a

compelling case for defining a fraMework for developing field-based bilirgual

supervisory competencies This framework should contain the essential elements

k -

from (1) theories divchange--ior increasing skille.is*the dynamics of instruc-
t

tional improvement; for increasing skills in group dynamics and for under-
.

standing the principles of 'role identification; (2) clinical tupervision--for

14
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4

increasing ihe.ability to communicate and conduct instructional conferences

between 'eacher or student teacher and supervisor;,(3) adult-ldrning theory--

kZA
for indreasing the supervisor's underseanding of hciw teachers and propective

' teachers earn and how,they apply their knCwledge to the bilingual instructional

setting; and finally, (4))the major. aspects of, effective instruCtion--for in-
,

creasing the bilingual teacher ot student teacher's competency based on

performance criteria. Conceptualization,and'application of these four areas

'through the instructional team concept'(ITC)- with clearly defined roles, e-

lationships, and responsibilities woud undoubtedly produce succestful classroom

instruction. (See Figure 3)

4

FIGURE 3. Essential Elements of Bilingual Program Supervision

THEORIES OF-CHANGE
Knowledge and skill in the
.dynamics of change; know-
ledge of group dynamics
and principles of role
identification

1

CLINICAL SUPERVISION.
.Knowledge pf clinical
supervision; ability tp
communicate and conduct
instructional cOnferences
appropriate to,the stage
of t cher devilopment;

.f .trainintin supir -
bilingual programs

AIALT LEARNING THEORY
Knowledge of personality
development; knowledge of
how teachers learn; ability
to apply knowledge to
bilingual classrooms

ASPECTS OF EFFECTIVE
INSTRUCTION

Philosophy and theory of
bilingual education;
knowledge of bilingual
teacher competencies and
methodology to.apply them
in the bilingual classroom
setting

ITC

EFFECTIVE SUPERVISION
AND

SUCCESSFUL CLASSROOM.
INSTRUCTION

The majon concepts wh.lch have inguenced the deivetopment o6 th44 modet come 19com
Witaey (19821; LueLo and McNeill. (1979); and Vatvende (1978).
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W
Roles, Relationships, and Bespongibilities

4

'

The success.of an educational innovation is largely dependent on

programmatic design and diyection tor iits iMplementation. Valverde (1978)

noted-,that although these two funcelons are traditionally.vested in the

persons occupying the leadershiprpositions in bilingual programs, the corn-
.

pet ncies of thede individuals have never been clearly delineated. Valverde

ponded to the challenge by defining the responsibilities of two key

leadership roles--the.school principal and the district bilingual. program

2

director. This work will attempt to explore the major roles, relationships,

and responsibilities of.these and other key individuals involved in super-

vising the "clinical" aspects of bilingual teacher and student teacher training.

Conceptualization Of the supervisor in bilingual education may be aided

by understanding some of the basic tenets of role theory: Briefly, such

theory postulates that a school system is a miniature society-in -litich admin-

istrators, supervisocs, teachers, arid pupils represent positions or offices
1

within ihe system.' _Certain rights, dUties and responsibilities are associated

with each position. The actions appropriate to the positions are defined as

roles. Lucio and McNeil (1979) emphasize that a refle is linked with the

position, not with the person iiho is temporarily, occupying the position.

According to them, supervision ft itself a distrilTtive function which holders
, .

.
- N

of various positions discharge in different ways. They further explain that

at a general level there is a common dimension in the'expected role behavior

of those who are supervisors regardless of their'position in the school

fsystem's organizational chart. This common element is what defines *the

nature of.supervision within a school.

'In the conteXt of bilingual progam implementation; bilingual classroom

supervision would involve the determination of'ends to be sought, the design,

16
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ofddual language instructional methodS, procedures, and strategies for

effecting the ends, and the assessment of results. Therefore, the major

responsibilities of persons involved in bilingual supervision would-be to

predict what consequences will f011oW from the introduction of the innovation

and to check results to see if predictionsicome true. .1.gure 4 illustrates
4

the common dimension of bilingual program supervision regardless of who holds

that position.

FIGURE 4. BilingualSupervision: A TiMension of_Behavior
- In 4Many POsitions

1. To Propose_desirable endS or results to be attained

2. To develop a dual language programoend define strategies, methods and

procedures that promise to produce the results desired in the academic

achievement ot LEP S'tudents ...

'

)

.

. .

3. To see whether the desired and-desirable results actually are obtai4e0

from the procedures followed
A

Adapted from Lucio & MtNeil,'19/9

Teacher/ Cooperating, Bilingual 1HE Bilingual Principal

Student Teacher Supervisor 'Supervisor Director

Teacher 916k

Lticio and Moril (1979) also noted that.defining the relationships among

persons fulfilling the supervisory roles or functions is perhaps more

important than searching for a common supervi6ory role. It is hot expected

\\-
that all of the persons involved in the supervision of bifingual teachers

should perform the same supervisory job, instead, it is expected that they

or

understand that for the purpose of meeting the educational needs of LEP

students they must share common goals and objectives and relate to one another

a
within an instructional team concept.

17
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The lists of roles, relationships, aild responsibilitIqs for the persons

involved in bilingujil aupervision which are pxovided in this section were
7

developed by analyzing and synthesizing suggestilms and

varlousqourceS (Bennie, 1072; Griffin, 1982; Valverde,

.recommendatiTs from

-'
1979, 1980; Dull,.19A81;

Cogan, 1973; Goldhammer, 1960; Luclo and McNeil, 1979).

Since the development of teachers 'ultimately ihvolves both local school

districts and Institutions of_higher education (IHE' .we must examine the
go

responsibilities of personnel in both of these Ictors--among these are the

'principal, the IHE bilingual supervisor,. the bilingual program director, the

district bilingual supervisor, the Cooperating teacher, the teacher, and the

student teacher.

raditionally,"Universitles and school districts have not worked

-coop ativeiy it developing systematic strategies for effecting instructional

innova ions. The polarization petween university academicians and public

school practitioners has kept emergent programs such as bilingualgeducation

1

from being effectively implemented. In spite of divergent viewpotnts, the .

public schools have historically sought leadership and consultati:ve" services

from universities in the area of staff development. Perhaps this is laigely

due'to the fact that universities hold the power for recommending the.
4

certification of teachers. Nonetheless, both the IHE and the local district

have convergent interests in the preparation of teachers and they must no

join togather in the development of instructional leadership for directi

b

fr-

effective bilingual classroom practices. The need for a valid and lasti

partnership is evident and should be sought by leaders from both instit tions.

Valverde (1978) suggests that individuals within the local district

establish an instructional team concept (ITC) 'among staff members working

18 22
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, with innovativ progr

(

We suggest that in schools where bilingual studenk

teachers'are being trained, the instructional team concept must be expanded

-

."to:incidde persqpnel frOM the IHE. Most educators will agree that the roles,
L

.rejationships, and responsibilities f

*
ingual student teacherin training Sig_

r
I

established. Thega persons must also

the network of individuals involved
\,

; likewise, have never been clearly.
. -

perceive and work from the instruc-

e tional team eoncept which structures role.relations on a functional basis

ra'ther than'on "the traditional decision ty decree which_istypically'pacliced

with organiz

tional team con

thinking power. A

nal charts and traditional jOb descriptions, . The instruc-

ept allows program and non-program staff to use their creative

d expertise to make pedagogically sound decisions throngh

Trality involvemen

ValArde's

shouldlle designated

model stipulates that decision, making and responsiblities

Uestowed in hierarchic

ccording to gtudent needs, rather than on the authority

1 positions. Persons operating within the ITC would

not perceive decisions a

Communicatfon in the ITC

-
in the team. The.interacti

flowing from top down, since there is no top:

lows within and across those individuals involved

n among team members would require them times

"to be leaders, other4imes followers,som times influential's, and/at other

occasions minor play'ers."*
A

IHE Supervisor: Maier Roles, Relationships, and Responsibilities

In situations where universities have the opportunity ro work with the,

local school districts in training bilingual teachers, the university

iltat-N.,

*Additional information on the rationale and benefits of ITC can be fOund in

Valverde's "Supervision of Instruction in Bilingual Programs." Bilingual

Education for Latinos. Washington, D.C.: ASCD, 1980.

tit
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supervisor should make evgry effoit td...provide the leadership for initiating

a clinical-deVelopmental model of supervisior The major principles of thi

model can be introduted by the IHE supervisor to the dooPerating teacher and

shared with the caMpus.supervisor and the building principal.
'

distritts t1at4are not involved wIth the university in veining student
*

teachers,the principles of clinieal-developmental supervision coult be

For school

introduced by a qualified administrator, supervisor,4or consultant who has

knoiledge and training in this realm of instructeonal supervision.

The notion that the, classroom teacher is the most influential person in

the determination of the kind of teacher that the student teacher will becoma

4

is supported by various educators (Blanco, 1977; Golub,-1980; Griffin, 1'982;

Bennie, 1972). These educators advocate that the college supervisor may well

devote more time working with the cooperating teacher,'rather, than with the

student teacher. Since more than one person is,responsible for'guiding the

student teacher, problems often arise in the afea of student-teacher evalta-

tion. These problems stem from the differing status relationships within

local school districts and institutions of higher-eciucation. -The best w

;

resolve these rOle conkl;cs is IHE saverVlio'r and the cooperati

teacher to function as a team. Inbe team approach, they can work out pro

cedures and standards of evaluation and share expertise to introduce a youn
4, A

colleague-to-be into the profession. While the university bears the iegal

1

ana institutional responsibility for evaluating and grading the student '

teaching experience, there must be a clear understanding that the cooperat

teacher will have a major say in determining the evaluation and grading

student CfaCher.

The major competencieS needed t6 fulfill the role Of'IHE Supervittp

.20
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1. work with LEA personnel on:establishing goals for administration of
the student,teaching program. '

, cooperate with LEA in formulating redes and responsibilities of the

instructional team members.

3. participate in the decision making proc.ess dur4ng the review of r

selection process for cooperating teachers and assignments of itudent
teachers and -ensure that specific driteria is folIoWed.

*, 4. assist district personnel in administering questdonnaires to
.

determine student teacher and cooPerating teacher Competency, develop-
,

mental stage,. levei_of teacher-concern, and.personality. ..,

k .

/ 1 ,
. 1

.

5. appraiSe student teacher and cooperating:teacher characteristics at
entry level,

...

11
'6., introduce the concept of clinical-developmental supervision tO campus

principali campus supervisor, *coopOrating teachers and student
4.

teachers: ; - *

7. model the use of clinical-developmental supervisory steps and allow
.the cooPerating teacher tomobserve the clinical .cycle while 4orking
with.the bilingual'studnnt teacher to develop a particular competency.

sh,4.

8., conference with other school personnel (principal, director of
instimction, supervisors, etc.),

9. conference with the cooperatinOteacher to work, out shared procedures,
and standards for evaluating teacher compeeency.

10. provide,fonsultative serv ces.through regular ineervice training.

' 11. asses the performance of th 'student teaching training program and
plan experience with dchoo district personnel that will lead to,
greater understanding and improvement of teaching.

12. coordinate between university and public schools through the IRE
director of student teaching.

Cooperating Teacher: Major Roles, Relationships, and Responsibilities

This year more bilingual teachers throughout the country will he called

upon to perform major roles irithe professional education of the-new

generation of teachers.of LEP tridents, se well as to help fellow inservice
Al

teachers. ,Known by such names cooperating, supervisory, or master

bilinguaL4te,achers, they supply novices with the experience necessary

. 21
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4

for a beginning_proficiency in dual2h40625.2,..rgiching..,

'Heitzmann.-(1977) states thatthe cooperating teacher-continues tp ft
6 )

the key role in the developrihnt of the student teacher. ' It is the coope ating,
.,

4 .. .

teacher who provides the. -to-day assistance and supervision o he.
o . b

.clinical experiences of the prospective teacher as he ot sheiprogresseg
A,, .

L

within the pre-teaching and early teaching stages. .

'In the context of bilinguarclassrooms the cpoperating'teachei,

addition to being an experienced person who possesses the compet.encqsp

required for afective bilingual instructioni must also be tralped in/ ,the
/

dynamicstof:sApervision.

The functions involved in thids superv y Tole are intensive, personal,

and highly individualized and demah skill, motivation, intelligenpe and

emotional itability. All comlietent teachrs are not automatically good

suliervising teachers. The skills necessary for teaChing elementary pr even

0
secondary scho 1 students are not identical with those needed'in teaching

a prospective teacher, or those needed in providing demonstrations, analysis,

and evaluation of the teaching act itseif. In order to provide proper

training for a teacAer-to-be, the bilingual cooperating teacher needs to be

functioning in a Nigher stage of development. The concern 'level of the

. -

cooperating bilingual teacher should be well beyond all-the vagile unetrtain-

ties of managing oneself in e classroom. The cooperating
A

teacher.should

be secure in his or her own professional role, or it will weaken the

relationship which Must exist during the critical stages when the sttident

teacher begins to acquire the teacher role.

Bennie (1972) states that colleges and Universities prefer cooperating

teachers that are altruistic enough to want to work with student teachers, who

feel a professional duty involved and who thoroughly enjoy such assignments as

c:r
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1 \

1

cooperating teachers.

When a student teacher is placed in a designated bilingual classroom and

is asked to participate as a member of an instructional team practicing the

, principles of clinica17developmental supervision the quality of the practice,

teadhing is increaied. It is through this uniliud cooperative effort Of-

training bilingual teachers that the goala of bilingual, education and the .

improvement of bilingual.programs may be further realized. The presence of,an
;

apprenttiia classrooM) results in an indirect self-evaluation and self-

improvement of all the members a( the instructional team.- Indeed the coop-
.

erating teacher must be a competent bilingual individual, practitioner,.and

field researdher with skills in supervision as well as in public relations..

The major competencies needed to fulfill the role of the cooperating

teacher are:

1. undkrstand the characteristics of bilingual instruction and-seek to
improve personal competencies While working With the student'
teacher.

2. work with the.members Ofthe instructional team on establishing
goals for the administration, oparation, and evaluation-of the
student teaching program.

3. confer with the university.supervisor regarding _the observation
and evaluation of the student teacher.

4. assist the student teacher in planning activities which will
provide the opportunities for the prospective teacher to gradual
experience greater respbnsibility and complexity of the teaching
task.

5. serve as a model for the student teacher.

6. provide the student teacher with information basic to the
adjustment to the class and school.

7. implement principles of clinical-developmental supervision.

8. supervise all clinical experiences of the student 4eacher.

9. confer with the student teacher in regards to the prOgress being
made.

23
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10. meet periodically with other teachers in the school or school

.
system to openly discuss problems and strategies for .solutionS.

Bilingual Student Teacher: Major Roles, Relationships and Responsibi-

lities

The student teaching experience is the culmination of education and

training for the prospectpe bilingual- teacher. The potential value of the

practice teaching experience has seldom been questioned. Within a clinical-

developmental approach for supervising bilingual'student teachers, the

experience appears even more valuable as the developmental stages of the

student teacher end the-corresponding superviAory behavior within the

"clinical cycle are combined to create a harmonious interaction among IHE and

LEA perionnel interested in imProving the student teething program.,

Regardless of the time required-by the,IHE for the student teaching

experience, the student teaching'program is usually divided ing. three major

stages which provide for g'redually experiencing greater responsibility and

complexity of the bilingual teaching tasks. These phases define the role of

'14

II

I.

.11

I
the student teacher as one of observer '(role identificatiOlfphase),

apprentice (role induction phase), and prpaitioner (role assumption phase). II

(Elementary Student Teaching Handbook, UTEP)

-,. / II
J

.

As the student teacher progresses through the student teaching experience,

. I
he or she passes through a series of developmental stages of teaching

effectiveness which also parallel the student's stages of concern. An

awareness'-of the developmental stages and concerns is helpful to.those IHE II

e

P

and LEA team members with supervisory responsibilities. This awareness

e les.the instructional team to establish a program which facilitates ther
student teacher's development.

II
.

No aspect of the student teaching experience is more critical for success
,

28
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than thai of establishing a special team relationShip among the IHE supervi-

sor, the bilingual cooperating teacher, and the student teacher. Cooperative

planning, feedback, and encouragement are necessary elements which foster

this type of relationship. These elements are inherent in the clinical-

developmental approach to supervision.

By following the principles of clinical-developmental supervision, the

members of the instrUctional team are agle to share in the responsibility of

assisting the student teacher in acquiring, maintaining, anCimproving the

matrix competencies needed to function effectively as a bilingual teacher.

This unique opportunity for interaction between the IHE and LEA personnel has

the potential for improving supervisory practices and_ effectively institu

4ena1izing bilingual programs.. .

The major competencieeded to fulfill the role of bilingual student

teacher are;

1. recognize and respect the position of the cooperating teacher and

assume responsibilities mutually agreed with the cooperating. teacher.

2. maintain an active interest in the support of the policies and
activiotes of the whole school in order to be a constructive force

for the growth and betterment of LEP students, the school, and
himself or herself.

3. wrk on a day-to-day basis with the cooperating teacher to discuss

and plan the instructional program.

4. plan and teach lessons incorporating feedback received during the
conference cycle of clinical supervision.

5. meet with the university supervisor, and principal to discuss the

student teaching objectives.

6. attend university eminars.

7. attend meetings that the cooperating teacher attends according to

building policy.

8. dentonstrate mastery of'the matrix competencies for bilingual

ruction.

25
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9. *old confdrences with the.cooperating teacher and college supervisor.

10. discuss the final evaluation with the codperating teacher and the
cdllege sup'ervisor.

11. practice the principles of clinical-developmental supervision.

LEA Bilingual Program Director: Major Roles, Relationships, and Respon-
sibilities

The bilingual program director is involved in the.overall administration

of thewbilingual program in the local school district. The major responsibili-

ties in this role require a variety of administrative duties. However,

instructional supervision is alSo a major responsibility of the bilingual

director. The bilingual' director mist structUre and monitor the entire

organization-of the bilingual program using input from principals, teachers,

and.supervisOrs so that information and procedures are specified and made

concrete prior to implementation.

In the largei districts.the director may have a staff...of supervisors, while

in a small district the director.may.need to.also function as a clinical

supervisor of classroom teachers. Informal interviews with program directors

in over forty scpool.districts in South Texab revealed tha creates a

severe hardship on the bilingual program when the bilingual director has to

also supervise the classroom teacher.

In schools that participate in student teaching programs, the bilingual

director-would also need to be involved in coordinatins student teacher

activit he opportunity to participate in a student teaChIng program

p.

where the IHE supervisor uses the clinical-developmental approach, could be

of great benefit to the bilingual director. By acquiring the knowledge and .

_skills of a clinical,supervisor, the qdality of the instructional program

26



would be greatly improved. Many school districts, however, do not enjoy the

opportunity of student teacher 'training. consequently, the bilingual

Airector might not be involved with,IHE personnel trained in clinical-
\

developmental supervision and therefore, would need to employ a consultant or.

an administrator trained to.provide assistance in implementing:this approach.

Valverde cites other responsibilities of the bilingual director that

extend beyond clinical supervision. For a comprehensive list of the adminis-

trative and supervisory duties of the bilingual director our recommended .

list might be added to a list such as the one Valverde suggested.

The major competencies needed to fulfill the role Of bilingual program
77-

4(
director are:'

1. work with the IHE and tiler LE personnel'on establishing goals for
administration, oper tion, and evaluation,of the student teaching
program.

2. assist in comMittee selection of program teachers, teacher aides,
and assignMent of student teachers to cooperating.teachera when
applicable.

.
.

3. provide training Or hire conb4ltants to provide training for,

(..-

improving clinical-developmental supervisory competencies of teaching
personnel particularly to the bilingual supervisors.and, if
applicabl,- to the cooperating teacher.

4. require evidende.from supervisor's in charge of the bilingual program:
.
that obseivation, feedback, and analysis of teaching is being
systematically conducted.

5. identify program evaluation procedures and evaluate supervisory and
instructional personnel.

require supervisors and teachers to evaluate the quality and
effectiveness of bilingual materyls,

. provide timely disbursement of program monies to purchase materials
and eqUipment.

8. coordinate meetingsiwith supervisors, teachers, and subject matter'
specialists in order to discuss teacher training requirements and

,procedures.

9. provide.for the teachers' release time from instructional duties
for inservice training.
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10. develop procedures to inVolve teachers in the decision making
process during the implementation of ttle bi1ingui4program.

11. attend training sessions in order to understand mnre about the

pitential
problems which bilingual teachers may encounter.

1 . provide meetings for principals, teachers and supervisors to
review program progress and to identify and solve problems. (These

should be planned, scheduled, and documented).

13.'.periodically distribute a newsletter throughout the achool system
describing the progress of the bilingual program.

o

14. if)io supervisors are available, provide clinical supervision to

\\,tea_chers.
I

i N
The Bilingual Supervisor: Major Roles, Relationships and Responsibilities

Perhaps the most complex role in a school is that of supervisor. Super-

I
visors are responsible for So many areas of service that the title is hardly

.descriptiVe. It might be wiser not to consider "supervisor" as a title,

but as a specialized job that,requires specialized ttaining7-since supervisors

must contribute to any area-of the school program or to any,Service required

to keep the school running.

,e field of bilingual education the supervisor is primarily respon-
.,.

sible or providing in-class support to classroom teachers. The bilingual

supervisor's role is basically that of resource leader. The supervisor

should provide expertise to support program development along witn needed

information and practical experiences for professional improvement of the

teachers he or she supervises. In addition to supervisory functions, the

supervisor is also involved in general addlinistratiVe functions.. Lucio and

McNeil (1979) noted that conditions in school 'situations'do not always permit

the operation of the logic-tight compartments of line and staff or authority

and influence. In the implementation of bilingual programs, supervisors are

sometimes delegated authority and held responsible for results. They must ,

28
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therefore, hold others responsible for carrying out instruotions.

The bilingual supervl.sor must establish a special, professional relation-

_
,

ship with the classroom teacher. Cogan (1973) describep.a variety of

-,lationship patterns between supervisors andite chers.' The major ones are

as follows: ,

),

1. the superior-subordinate relationship

2. the teachet-student relationship

3.- the counselor-client relationship

4, the supervisor as evaluator and rater

5. the "helping relationship" in'supervigion

6. clinical supervision as Colleagueship
-446

In the clinical-developmental mode, the colleague relationship predom-
,

inates. Instructional change is determined through mutual agreement and
,

mutua1/trust between professionals. Communication betwee n the teacher and

3

1

supervisor is privileged and confidential. It is recommended that no reports

of the teacher's performance be given to the adminigtration unless it is

feared that the teacher poses a threat ta the welfare of the students and all

the resources have been exhausted by the supervisor, to remove the problems.

Adherence to confidentiality and the ideals of professionalism will reduce

teacher-supervisor anxiety and energies can be focused on the learning needs

of-gctudents through their mutual professional.development. The major

competencies needed to fulfill the-role of bilingual supervisor are:

1. provide evidence of the innovation's appropriateness relatl.ve
to the school's goals.

2. provide activities designed to deal with existing attitudes and
values that are obstacles to the change.

3. work within the instructional team for proper selection of program
teachers, teacher aides, and assignment of student teachers to
cooperating teachers when applicable.
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4, assiat the staff at the local campus levtl in plannin and implemen-

ting the bilpgual program.

5. cooperates.with the princip.117-end his staff in idenetfying and
solving instructional problems related to coordination of regular

aad bilingual prograMs,
411.

6. provide leadership over procedures for bilingual program evaluation.

t
7. develop a well-organized insevice.education program relative to

the innovation for partiCiliating staff.

8% assists the school staff in thyaragnosing'of the needs of LEP
students, interpreting assessment instruments, and utilizing
results for identification and placement.

9. f assist in the evaluation and selection of in)tructidnal.programs,
materials, amd equipment with regard to supporting thebilingual
program.

10. review any hardware and goftware carefully withteachers during

inservice programs so that teacher acceptance is not jeopardized
by ambiguities in.how to use various parts of the program. .

11.. focus interaction with teachers on specific instructional strategies,
demonstration teaching, content questions, etc., using Orinciples

of clinical-developmental supervision.

12. cooperate with administrators and teacherg in formulating roles and

responsibilities for team members as well as for any outside

consultants.

13. provide sound estimates of financial aad staffing requirements and
reasonable projections of future program costs,

14. interact effectively with students t promote a positive school

image.

15. promote poditive community reiations through effective dissemination

" of information.

16. perform other duties aad functions as needed for the effective
operation of the bilingual program,

Bilingualr Teacher: Major Roles,aelationships, and Responibilities

The major role of the bilingual teacher is hat of developer, practi-

tioner, aad field researcher. The teacher-must provide input 4b.nd feedback

about the bilingual program, the stpdents, and. his or her own performance at
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every step of implementing the innovation.

The continued *Z.b.velopment and refinement of teacher competencies is'

451

crucial to the implementation and institutionalization of emerging programs

such as bilingual education. In addition to basic teaching competencies,

bilingual teachers must receive special training to meet the linguistic,
p.

cultural and pedagogical needs of the LEP student. Cogan (1973) notes that

in the implementation of innovative programs, teachers must also be given

enough expert help to 'make such innovations "stick." He suggests that

clinical supervision can facilitate innovative program implementation, and

that the competencres required can be systematically and mutually developed
0

aRevaluated through the.cycle of.clinical supervision.
I

The bilingufil teacher needs a relationship of.continuing support'froM

his or her colleagues, particularly the bilingual supervisor and the principal.

.Ultimately, the role of the bilingual teacher; in responding to the

unique needs of limited English spe4king students, is to interact effettively

with eadh component of te educational setting within the framework of the

philosophy and objectives established by Board policy, consistent with

,! -

statutes.and standards of regulatory agencies and in accordance with

administrative regUlations and procedures, to create an educational envian-

Pment 'which is conducive to'learning and whichruovides opportunities,'

strengthens areas of weakness, and extends positive values to each facet

of life.

are:

The major competencies needed to fulfill the role,of bilingualLteacher

1. understand the characteristics of bilingual education.

2. study carefully the theory and philosophy of bilingual educatiod,
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3. make ideas known onhoweto develop and strengthen the commUnication

process and on how to smoothly install the innovation.

4. deSCribe preferences and attitudestoward,the proposed innovation in--
an open, direct, and honest-manner.

5. communicate questions and concerns to the appropriA(e members of

the instruCtional team.

6. ,use administrators and supervisors as resgurce helliers in meeting

needs resulting from the innovation.

7 'work with the principal and supervisory staff.in identifying arid
solving problems related to LEP students.

8. be available for feedback sessions.

.1

9. administer,and analyze oral language proficiency tests to identify

LEP students.

10.. Ziagnose and assess student needs witfi regard to the instructional

goals and objectived.

II. utilize teaching technique
the various learning styles

12. group students in reference
cognitive development.

and cldssroom strategies to accommodate
d modes of LEP students.

to language proficiency and level of

13. teach subject matter in the student's first and second language.

14.- assist in the selection of programl, equipment, and materials

to'meet student needs.

15. 14teract with students to promote a positive school image to
enhance the teathing-learning process.

16. cooperate with Other teachers in planning-and implementing the

instructional program for the students assigned to him.

17, supervise_paraprofes ionals, aides, and volunt¢6'rs assigngd to

Classroom.

his

. 18. -perform effectively-assignments relating to recaFd keeping, reporting,

and textbook accounting,

19. promote positive community relations through effective Communication
and involvement ofImrentS and communitY mebbers..

20. after the innovation is:implemented, meet periodically with other
teachers-in the school system to oPenly oascuss role problems and
strategiovfor,so/utions.
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give the bilingual program a fair chance for success by teaching in

the recommended manner.

22. visit teachers in other schools using"bilingual:education to learn
what new,roles and responsibilities are required for more
effective implementation.

. .

23. use feedback gained ttrough,the clinical supervisory cycle for
contiftued.improvement in the process hf developing the required
'bilingual teaching competencies.

24. perform other duties and functions gs needed for effective bilingual
program operation.

Principal: Major RDAs, Relationships, and Responsibilities

An importapt function of the principal is to exert !dynamic leadership to

,

improve the quality of life of each'individual within the school (Roe, 1980).

Basic to this improvement is the development, implementation and institutiona-

lization of emerging instructional programs such as bilingual education with

the potential of improving instruction for the LEP child. As the instructional

.leader of the'school,.the principal plays a key leadership role in coordinating

the knowledge and abitities of all personnel within the school as well,as

in reviewing-the evidence about how well each o(l.the individuals is or is not

suceeding with pupils.

In addition to leadership kill and being knowledgeable in the dynamics

of chagge, Valverde (1978) states that in order for a principal to be effective

in implementing and insitutionalizing emerging programs, a principal must

also possess some basic qualities and skills similar to those required of ,a

bilingual teacher. Among the qualities identified by Valverde are 1) a'

gehuine sensitivity toward the culture(s) carried by the students, 2) a

thorough knowledge of the philosophy and theory concerning bicultural educe-
.ot

%
tion'and its application and 3) formal training in administering and.

supervising bilingual programs. A knowledge of clinical-developmental

33.
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supervision would also be reqnircd of a principal attempting to ptent and

institutionalize this 't)ve of supervision.

Th4principal must be willing to practice his or her leadersh role
1

within the instructional team concepe(ITC). As a member of the I , the

principal interacts with a group of people facilitating the opport ity to
4

build his knowledge base in bilingual education and bilingual pro super-

vision. Information on the legal, theoretical, psychological,,an conceptua1

foundations of bilingual eductian, for example may be provided b the college

supervisor. Information onprogram implementation, scheduling, a the

expertise in the supervision of,bilingual programs may be ptovidq by the.

Itt

school di4trict supervisor and/or program 'director. The princip oPerating

in the ITC shares his leadership and adanistrative knowled e wi the other

team member) as he provides input necessary to maintain balance ,instrub-
%

tional emphasis.

In school districts involved in student teacher training ograms,

'the principal is also in a strategically important position to rectly'

influence the bilingual student teaching 'program. He or she ca assist the

teJ setting up criteria to select the cooperating bilingual' eachers.

Together with team members the principal can evaluate th tudent

teaching program.

equently, the principaPtakes an active part.in the sup isory process,

l'particularly in smaller schools._ Through visitations and conf ences he or

she is able to exercise the same relabioaship with bilingual tOchers that

exist with regular faculty members. The major role of the pr Opal in

implementing the bilingual.program, is that of liaison, clari4r, and.

supporter: The principal should monitor communication channe among program

1

personnel. He or sh7 is also the primary school agent for ha ing mgterials
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available when they are needed.
Joe

. ,411 in all, the principal is redponsible for utilizing his or her
V_

,

J e* -

leacMrship, iupervisory, and administrative skills in managing, his assigned

school in order to promot end educatpnal gaevelopment.of each student. The

principal-"is responsible for planning and implementing the total instructional

program for his assigned school. The principal has,resPonsibility for the

olierall administration of the sch-N1, coordinating non-instructional activi-

ties and serviCes as a Suppbrt tO the instructional program.

The major competencies needed to fulfill the role of the principal a e;,.

1. understand the characteristics of bilingual education.

2. assess teachers' attitudes, uor le, and pieferenkes befo40 imple-
.

mentation' oihe bilingual program.

3. design a systerdAyiwhich differing views of teachers, specialists,
etc., may be commatiated and reconciled prior to implementation.

4. develop with,teachers propoded procedures for gathering evaluative
data and for obtaining periodic feedback on_the innovation.

design procedures for obtaining teacher input on the tasks to be
performed by Consultants.

"

6. set early delivery dates for any hardware and'software.

7. make sure a sufficient amourit of necessaty ulterials and.supplies
are available in the classroOm before implementation of the

program begins. t

8. develop plans for teacher training about what to do and expect
during the early stages of the program.

9. attend training.sesslons in order to better support the teachers.

10. initiate periodic meetings to develop solutions to ady problels.
P

11. assure that parents are knowledgeable concerning theL!Dgram.

12., assure that teachers get the recognition ttiey deserve for their work

in the bilingUlel program.
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For principals participating in a bilingual student teaching program,

the following responsibilities.may also be necessary:
,

, 13. assist in screening potential cooperating teachers which meet .the
criteria set forth by the university and school district andlassist
incsetting up procedpres.4or their continued selection. . 4

14.
cooperatingteachers assigned.tO his building.
participate,in the orientation of the student teachers and'

. -

15. undertake in-servige education prograis which will enable his
faculty to do the supervisory.job expected of it.

16. act as an advisor to the cooperating teacher and student teacher
and in some cases, if problems arise, serve as mediator.

*

occasSionally'analyze strategies being used in clinical-developmental
sUperViSion.

18. evaluate the quality of conferenting that i§ taking place,between
cooperating teachar and student teacher and at times become part
.of that process to make sure it is taking place.%

A

19. assist in arranging for an exchange of ideas among public school
personnel anCitollege faculty to ensure that the student teaching
program willte'one of cantinuous improvement with an ever increasing
quality of teachers beinvproduced.

70. acqdaint student teachers with schciol philosophy, procedures and
personnel. .

.The Framework af Clinical-Developmental Supervision as a,SYstem for Building
Instructional Leadership Competencies in Bilingual Edutation PrograMs

0. . ...
.

Few educators haye advocated tht exploration and development of the
, .

.

.

leadership sectoillof bilingual programs ConSAuently, tjle leadership
. .

dlomponefit has lagged behind as-,the instructional comPonent moved-aheaein

te development of teaching competencies:

A system for building,instructiona1.1eadership and supervisory

cies must be established if bilingual are to be effectively

implemented. Establishing such a Aystem requires: ,

competen -

1
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1. a collaborative effort among a network of people within the IHE and
the LEA,

2. a-redefinition of the existing approaches to supervision f both
preservice and inservice bilingual teacher training,

3. that the initiative for making the system operational be forthcoming
from both institutions, and

4. that procedureshr monitoring and evaluating the performance of bilin-
gual snpervisors add teachers be specified.

Ffgure 5 provides a Comprehensive overview of thaproposed theoretical

framework for a more systematic approach to he development of supervisory

and instructional.competencies.in the Context of bilingual programs.

Cooperative Action: ITC

The instructional team concept (ITC) is the mechanism, for instructional

change through cooperative effort. Innovati ns such as'bilingual eduCation,

require that 1 of tte Individuals invOriTed in the_training of bilingual

personnel possess a common understanding of bilingual program goals. The ITC

serves as a forum within which team members from the IHE and LEA who are

responsible for instruction and supervision of preservice and inservice

bilingual teacher'training programs can work cooperatively towards fhese-

goals.

The ITc replaces the traditional leadership roles practiced by

administrators and suliervisors alike. It requires that roles, relation-

ships, and responsibilities be clearly delineated on a functional basis

rather than on administrative hierarchies. Cooperative effort, joint

decision making, mutual support and communication are the basic principles .

-which undergird the instructional.team concept.
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The Framework: Clinical-Developmental Supervision

- The existing traditional approaches to supervision of student teachers

and inservice bilingual teachers are unsystematic and generally dysfunctional.
4

&lingual educators must seek toidefine alternative modes of supervision

which are change-focused and directed at promoting the developmeni of

supervisory leadership competencies as well as teacher competencies. The

supervision of emergent programs requires procedures for assessment and direct

feedback evaluation of thnse aspects of instruction that are of concern to

teachers, rather than procedures that concentrate on items on an evaluation

form or on items that are of major concern to the supervisor only.

\ Clinical and developmental supervision c provide a more dire6t and

functional approach for iiProving the performance of bilingual supervisors

and teachers alike. Clinical supervision offers a syste4atic prOcess that

helps teachers identify and clarify problems, receive feedback data an&

muival support for developing solutions to these problems. Clinical super-

vision focuses on what and how teachers teach as they teach. The basic method
A

of clinical supervision is systematic rational study and analysis of teaching.

The major concepts which clinical supervision'provides are planned-change,

colleagueship, mutuality, direct contact, and skilled -service,in_the labora-

tory of the teacher's own classroom.

Developmental supervision is derived from an educational philosophy of

progressivism and is premised ca stage theory. Developmental supervision

offers a framework of concepts from humanist, cognitivibt, and behaviorist

views of how adults learn: It suggesiis that there are methods and orienta-

<
tiods olearnir that are more appropriate than others when determined by

purpose, situation, and needs of individuals. Humans learn through sell-

exploration, collaboration; and conditioning. Research has not (nor will it

39
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likely ever) unequivocally establish one orientatipn towards learning as the

"grcoven way". (Glickman; 1981)

The principles of clinical-and developmental supervision can be practiced

simultaneously to create a dual-supervisory model. In this eclectic.model

systematic,procedures can be executed in terms of the developmental stage

of the bilingual teacher or student teacher. Clinical-develoPiiiental supervision

allows bilingual teachers, student teachers, and supervisors to move through

a series of stages to higher degrees of competency.

Initiating the Process: A Cliallenge

1The initigring responsibility for making clinical-de elopmental super-

vision operational in the context of bilingual education needs to be felt by II

I.

both university and public School educators. Bilingual educators in both

institutiong need to be more supportive of quality instruction for If
4.!

learners. Leaders in our field need to demand improvement of oinstruction

through accountability, coMpetency, and reneWed commitment to bilingual

program goals. .Bilingual teachers, supervisors, and parents together with.

university 'educators need to look at current practices with a sense of

constructive dissatisfaction. We must risk disrupting the status quo for

the purpose of quality bilingual education.

We must hold to the strong opinion that faulty bilingual programs

A cannot be remedied, satisfactorily, from a distance. We must accept the

challenge and the opportunitylthat intense clinical interaction between .

teachers and supervisors incorporates more possibilities for yielding higher

levels of student achievement.

The times call for strong leadership. We must learn to do more44th less.

As Valverde (1979) so eloquently remarked, "individuals placed in4rnew
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a.

structure and required to perform, complex behalhors must be given rigorous

formal, academic, and on-the-job training". We must choose to use our best -

talent and invest the next generation of bilingual educators with skills to

meet tiie emerging problems with confidence.

Process aluation in the Clinical-Developmental Model

Bilingual programs have faced numerous problems with traditional

approackss to evaluation. Bilingual education has not been evaluated in

equitablej terms and with pertinent standards of judgment, Typically, eva-

luation desigris focus on product and ignOre process evaluation. This limited

autlysis damages the opportunities for quality programming for minority

children. 011.

Bilingual-researcher& and educators have argued that innovative programs

require innovative evaluation procedures. In bilingual teacher training

programs, educators should attemlit to evaluate various other dimensions of

the program which are also directly related to the achievement ofbilingual

learners Such as the effects of supervision on teaching and the quality of

supervisory practices.

Evaluation is perhaps the most salient feature of the proposed clini-

cal-developmental model. Formative or process evaluation is ,inherent trAhe

Clinical supervisory model. The face-to-face analysis of teaching/learning

behaviors are unlike the traditional "form" evaluations.

The strength of clinical evaluation is vested in the notion that analysis

is for the purpose of providing assistande in developing teaching skills and

not for the mere arbitrary rating of performance. This removes suspicion,

fear, and mistrust to a problem-solving atmosphere. Data obtained in a

41
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4
climate of mUtUal truSt wIll provide measures whiCh will ultitately prove to'

be more equitable and true.

ConclUding Statements

This work proposes the utilization of two types of supervision7-cli. !cal

and developuentalfor application within a bilingual education context.

Whereas each independent Model has numerous merits, it is_ proposed that for

bilingual education programs, a dual-Model wouid,prove more elfective. Ef-

forts to develop a delivery mechanism for supervision of bilingual teachers

and student teachers could yield multiple benefits to bilingual education

.tt 'personnel at the THE and at the school districts. WS. believe that through a

network of university field-test programs, utilizing a more. holistic approach

to supervision,' a clearer d6finition of the role Of sUpervision in bilingual

education programs can be realized. We welcome the opinion. of other.educators

Of the fe4asibility of collaborating efforts between universities for field

testing.this endeaVor. Ultimately, the design of clinical-developmental su-

C
pervisioU in the coritext oUbiiingual educz;tion must he exaMined more

thoroughly for_ adequacy through teSearch and through critical analysis.

a
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Appendix

THE CLINICAL S ERVISIONA'CYCLE:
AN OVERVIEW

Stage 1: Preobservation Conference

Stage 2: Observation

Stage 3: Analysisrand Strategy

Stage 4: Supervision Conference

Stage 5: Posteonference Analysis

I. The Preobservation Conference

A. Purposes

1. To obtain information as to the teacher'S intentions 'Objectives
-

of,..the lesson; planned.procedures; criteria of evaluation).

2. To establish. a "contract" or agreement between 'the:supervisor

an&the teacher (items or problems on which the reacher wants

feedback).

3. To establish specific plans for,earrying out the observation

-
(how supervisor should deploy; use.of tape recorders or not;

time limits).

B. Possibilities

1. The conference can serve to relax both parties, by allowirig for

frank discussion of any uneasiness or eoncern.

2. Especially during a second or thiid observation cycle, the

tonference serves as a communicatidiff-riii. the past and

iprovid or redirecting attention to leftover agenda, changes.

'recently made.

Source: CLINICAL SUPERVISION, Special Methods for'Ithe Supervision of

Teachers,Goldhammer, Anderson, and Krajewski, 2nd Ed., Or. 208-211.
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A
3. In (some cases, the conference can be devoted to a rehearsal (or

.

practice)-Of devices and.teChniques to be used.

4., The "contract!!.is not necessarily restrictive.. It is primarily

to assure that the teacherts epecific intereats,will be met.

5 est-7minute revision or mcidifications of plans, As a result of

qugstions rai$ed in this conferen6e, Are net only possible'but.

desirable;. the supervisor then shares with the teacher a keen

interest in assessing the effectiveness of the
,x
plan.

.

II. The Observqtion

Purpose

1, To view the lesson as'planned in the preobservation conference.. .

B. Commentary

1. Logistics should be carried,out as planned:

observing (And recording) what;

. whether or hot to be "essentially invisible" and detached

\N from the observed events.

c. when, or in what manar, the observation will be terminated.

2. Use bf interaction analysis; videotape or audiotape is highly

recommended wherever feasible.

The Analysis and Strategy

A. Purposes

1. To "reconstiuct" the observed events,sentially as historians

4
attempting to agree on what actually happened).

2. To assess the observed lesson, in terms of:

a. the teacher's own intentions.

b. pedagogical criteria (especially those which have beenp

generated within the total team).

49
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c. the teacher's own "pattern" and history as it become known .

3, To consider supervisory implications.

. 4. To develop a plan (strategy) for helping this teacher:

a. points, questions, ideas, problems to be raised or elicited

during the conference.

b. role to be played by supervisor during the conference.

B. -Commentary

1. Many lessons usually last longer than was predicted: it therefore

makes sense to have an open-ended Understanding with the teacher

as to starting time of the supervisory conference.

2. The strategy must include. determination of priorities, since

probably not all items can br should be brought up in the

sut.ervisory conference.

3 The supervisor must aim to establish a climate within which

supervision may take place. People have to be ready to hear

what yoU are ready to say, or to voile the ideas you are

attempting to.ateer them toward. There are many perceived'

threats to the individual.and his.or her perception of self,

and the supervisor must create an atmosphere of credibility

(for example, analysis supported by concrete evidence) and of

IItrust. (with reference to the superviSor's competence, motives,

and essential "optimism" vis-A-yis this teacher's fixture).

1

Such a climate is established by:

a. Using the ground rules of "inquiry" teaching: examine

ideas, without intent of hurting open all idea% to
*

examinationAe flexible and objective.

* 50 a ,
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a

b. assigning priority to thoss.items.of teaching behavi9r that

are amenable to cliOnge in the time (and under the conditions)*

available. The deeper, underlying patterns of a teacher's

behavior are less amenable to'change in a sliort program than

are the relatively mare superficial things (such as technical

behavior).

-c. dealing with behavior, notwith the person. Avoid psycholoiping

or-analyzing people, and steer clear of ethical and other more

dangerous problems.

d. selecting only a few of the,amenable behaviors on which to

work, keeping the task manageable, and insuring that reward-

!
for-change will be within each teacher's immediate grasp.

e. working with strengths, if possible, rather than with

weaknesses. :It is easier tn recognize and to talk about the

failures, but do not fall into that trap.

4; The strategy sessioll should continue until the supervisor has

reached closure on some speCific, achievable approaches that

can be presented to, or elicited from, the teacher. It should'

also strive to identify behavioral criteria that will help the

supervisor to know that the message has actually "gotten across."

5. Be sure to settle on a strategy for opening the supervisory

conference (the opening ploy), including what will be said and

in what tone of voice.

IV. The Supervision Conference

A. Purpose

1. To provide feedback int to provide a basis for the improvement

of future .teaching. It may be appropriate (at the outset or

51 3d
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later as needed) to redefine the supervisory contract. Among

411F

other features or vurposes- are:

a. to provide adult rewards and satisfactions.

- b. to define and authenticate issues in teaching.

c. to offer didactic help (if appropriate).

d. to train the teacher intechniques for self-supervision.

e. to develop incentives for professional self-analysis,

B. Commentary

1. The burden for ensuring that goals are reached, for maintaining

the pace of the conference, for coping with problems that arise,

for deciding when to depart from strat6gy. (for instance, to

'terminatIlrif the-strategy fails, and so on rests primarily with

the supervisor. In the postcouference analySis, feedback should.

be provided to the supervisor with respect.to his or her-

performance.

2. When the conference has been completed, it is sometimes-appropriate

to invite the teacher to commellt on the value of the conference,

on points that have been made, and on follow-up that seems fitting.

V. The i'ostconference Analysis

A. Purposes

1. .To reconstruct, as appropriate, the events of the conference.

2. To assess the conference in terms of:

a. the supervisor's own intentions.

b. supervisory criteria.

c. apparent value of the conference to the teacher.

3.. To consider the implications of this event vis-à-vis the develop-

ment within the supervisor of greater ppfesstral skills.
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4. To evaluate the supervisor's skill (in each role, and for the

group as a whole) in handling the several phases of the cycle.

B. Commentary

1. In a sense, this analysis represents supervision's
IIsuperego, II

its conscience. It provides a basis for assessing whether

supervigion is working productively. Pluses and minuses are

examined, and the supervisor decided to modify.sUpervisoty

practices accordingly.

2. Participation in thd,observation cycle, and especially this part
4

of it,Oelps the participants to understand better the intellectual
-

and the emotional dimensions of the teacher's work.

3. AMong the matters to discuss are: the techniques of the super-

Visor; implicit and explicit assumptions that:were made; values;

emotional variables; technical and process goals.
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AppendiX E

COMPETENCIES FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT

BILINGUAL EDUCATION TEACHER COMPETENCIES FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT

A. Language, Linguistics and Content
4.

1. Demonstrates proficiency in linguistic strUctures of the native and
target languages.

2. Demonstrates knowledge of English language dialects.

3. Deionstrates knowledge of the function oE language in the classroom.

4. Demonstrates knowledge of the formal structure of language: phon-
ology, morphology, leXicon, etc. ;

5. Demonstrates,the ability tO identify the siMilarities and differen-.
ces between.the two language systems (English and Spanish).

41.6 Demonstrates skill in designing and implementing instructional
strategies that demonstrate knowledge of first and second language
acquisition.

7. Demonstrates skill in identifying probable interferences and possible
reinforcements in the acquisition of two language Systems.

8. Demonstrates skill in asses7±ng language d'evelopment of. students.

9. Demonstrates oral and written proficiency in the native and second
language!.

10. Demonstrates aural proficiency in the native and. second languages.

11. Demonatrates reading proficiency in the native and second languages.

12. Demonstrates an appreciation for the Student's vernacular and commun-
icates in a manner designed to lead toward universal forms of first

-and secondrlanguages.

13. Demonstrates skill in teaching the language arts in the universally:_

A

accepted form of the native language.

14. Demonstrates the ability to design and implement instructional
strategies to develop the student's communication skills: listening,
speaking, reading, writing.

15. Demonstrate knowledge of the relationship among the communication
skills in the language arts process.

16. Detdonstrates knowlehe of language assessment as related to specific

1

methodologies..

17. Demonstrates an ability to identify and expand basic concepts in the
native language.
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18. DeMonstrates knowledge and skill 1.4/communicating condepts from
science.

19. DemonstrateS knowledge and ski1.1 in communicating concepts-from
mathematics.

20. Demontrates knowled e and skill-in communicating concepts from
social studie

B. Culture(

1. Demonstrates knowledge,and proficiency in the anthropological,
sociological, psychological, historical and aesthetic aspects of
the culture of the target population and thd United States.

2. Demonstrates knowledge of the theory and Ancept'of culture.
(t.

3. Demonstrates knowledge of similarities anddifferences between the
two cultures.

4. Demonstrates understanding of the local manifestaigons and dynamics
of .the culture of the target population.

75.
Demonstrates-skill in trenAlLitting knowledge, skills, and values
from the specific cultural systems.

6. Demonstrates knowledge of verbal and non-verbal characteristics of
each language and Culture.

C. Testing Methods

1. Demonstrates knowledge of the rationale for identification a LEP

2. Demonstrates knowledge of the criteria for establishment of a proper
testing atmosphere.

3. Demonstrates ability to administer at least one of the tests of
English language proficiency approved by the Agency for identifying
LESA students.

students.

4. Demonstrates ability to score and record test results.

5. Demonstrates ability to analyze test results for identification of
LESA students.

II. Demonstrates an ability to utilize evaluatio procedures for assess-
ing students' progress and diagnosing student language and instrpc-
tional needs.

r
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D. Instructional Methods

1. Demonstrates knowledge of'and skill In the use of first and
second language methods and instructional techniques.

2. Demonstrates the ability to utilize methods to diagnose reading .

levels of students and conduct appropriate instruction in. reading.
'for first and second languages.

DemonstrAgo knowledge of classroom management for self-contained
classroomgt team-teachIng, and resource teacher arrangements.

4. DemoaStrates knowledge of methods for individualizing instruction.

D. Instructional Materials Use

1. Demonstrates knowledge of Texas state adopted materials available
for bilingual education.

t
2. Demonstrates the ability t select and adapt state adopted text-

books and other materials or classroom use.

3. Demonstrates ability to use materials for instruction in bilingual
.

educaticin.

F. Paraprofesi onal

1. Demonstrates ability.to provide communication links by presenting
instructional Materials in the nativejanguage of the pupil and
assists with the iriterpretan ok the school's program to parents
and students whose native age is not English.

2. Aide /I: Demonstrates skil assisting teachers in class drill
exercises and in identifying student learning problems.

3. Aide III: Demonstrates skill in assisting teachers in most routine
drill of students, working in tegeaching settings productively,
and performing as an "assistant teacher" under the direction of a
teacher.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
(ENGLISH-AS-A-SECOND-LANGUAGE)

COMPETENCIES FOR STAFF DEVELbPMENT..

Language and Lingulstics

Appendix. E

1. Demonstrates knowledge of the linguistic structure of English.

2. Demonstrates knowledge of the formal structure of language: phon-:
ology, morphology, lexidon; etc.

3. Demonstrates the ability.to identify the similarities and differeAkies,
between first and second language systems.

-1114

4. Designs And implements instructional strategies,that demonstrate
Anowledge of secOnd language acquisition.

5. Demonstrates understanding of second language tiequisition by'students.

6. Demonstrates an ability to identify probable interferences and
possible reinforcements in the acquisition of firsr and second lan-
guage systems by students.

7. Demonstrates skill in assessing second language development o
students.

. Demonstrates skill in designing and implementing instructional strate-
gies to develop the student's specific skills in Englishlistening,
speaking,.,reading, writing--and a knowledge of culture.

B. Culture

60.

.1. Demonstratei-Rnowledge and proficiency in the anthropological, socio-
fogical, psychological, historical and aesthetic aspects of American
culture.

2. Demonstrates knowledge of thestheory and (concept of culture.
a

'3...Identifies the various components oT the specific ctature, i.e., deep
and formal culture.'

4. Demonstrates knowledge pf similarities and differences between culTes.
0

5. Demonstrates skill in transmitting knowledge, skills, and values from
the specific cultural *terns.

e Ia

6. Demonstrates knowledge of non-verbal characteristics of language and
culture.

57.
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. Testing Methods

Demonstrates knowledge of the rationale for identificatio4 of
students of limited English-speaking proficiency

.1

2. Demonst tes knowledge of the criteria for establishment of a
-proper esting atmosphere. ,411c

3. Demonst tes abtlity to administer at least one of the tests of
English language proficiency approved by the Agency for identifying
1.41) students.

4. Demonstrates ability to score and record test results.

5. Demonstrates ability to analyze iest results for identification of.
LEP students.

S.

6. Demonstrates an ability to utilize evaluation' procedures for,aSsess-
ing student progress and diagnosing student instructional needs in

.

the four language nkills and knowledge cf culture:.

D. Instructional Methods

1, Demonstrates knowledge of and skill in the use of secondary second
language,methods and instructional techniques-. ,

2. Demonstrates the ability to utilize methods to diagnoSe skill levels
of students and conduct a propriate instruction in those skills for
English. \

3. Demonstrates knowledge ok methods for creating a positive classroom
atmosphere fo'r learning.

. Demonstrates knowledge of methods for individualizing instruction.

E. Instructional Materials Use

1. Demonstrates the ability to select and adapt state adopted textbooks
and other materials for classroom use.

2. Demonstrates ability to use materials for instruction in E glish-as-
a-second-language.

3. Demonstrates the ability to incorporate content area m terials into
English-as-a-second-language lesson content.
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Concerns Questionnaire

Name

Date Completed

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine the concerneof people
invblved in the bilingual education adoption process. The items were developed
from typical responses of school and college teachers who ranged from no
knowledge at all about various programs of instruction to many years of
experience with them. Therefore, a good part of the items may appear to be-of
little relevance or irrelevant to you at this time. For the completely
irrelevant items, please circle "0" on the scale. Other items will represent
those concerns you do know, in varying degrees of intensity, and should be
marked hAgher on the scale, according to the explanation at the top of each of
the following pages.

For example:

2 3 4 5 '6 (i) This statement is very true of me at this time.

-0 1 2 3 (4) 5 6 7 This statement is somewhat true of me now.

0 0 2 3, 4 5 6 7 This statement is not,at all true of me at this time.

(0) 1 -2 3 4 5 6 7 This statement seems irrelevant to me.

Please respond to the items in terms of your present concerns, or how you feel
about your involvement or potential involvement with bilingual education. We
do not hold to any one definition of bilingual education, so please think of
it in terms of your own perceptions of what it involves. Remember to respond
to each item in terms of .ur resent concerns about-your involvement or
potential involvement with bilin al education.

Thank you for taking time o complete this task.

pOpyright, 1974
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Project,

R+D Center for Teacher Education, Thq, University of Texas at Austin
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0 1 2 3 4,. 5 6 1

Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very true "of me now A

0

1. I am concerned about students' attitudes toward
bilingual education.

2. I now know of some.other bilingual education
programs that might work better,

3. I don't eVen know what bilingual elpcation.i

4. I am concerned about not 4aving enough time to
organize myself each day.

5.1 I would'llke to help other faculty in their Use

I of bifThgual education,

1

6$ I have a very limited knowledge about bilingual
education.

7. I would like-to know the effect of reorgani-
zation on my-professional status.

.44MV

8. I am concerned about conflict between my
interests and responsibilities..

,I,am concerned about revising my use of
bilingual education..

10. I would like to develop working relati ships

with both our facul and outside fac lty
using'bilingual ed cation.

11. I am concerned about how bilingual education
affects students.,

!

12. I am not concerned about bilingual education.

13. I would like to know who will make the

decisions regarding bilingual education..

14. I would like to discuss the possibility,of
using bilingual 'education.

7 *.

15, I would like to know what resources are
available if we decide to adopt bilingual

education. 1-
16. I am concerned about my inability to manage

all that bilingual education requires.

06 1 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

0 1 2 3 4 5

3 4 5

1 2
1S,

4 5

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2

12345

0 1 2 3 5

0 3 4 5

3 4

0 1

0 1. 2 3-4 5

Copyright, 1974

Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Project

1171-6 Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin
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6,

6 7

6

6

6

7

6 7

6

6 7

7

6 7
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I

1

I.

0 1 2 3 4

Not true of me now Somewhat tru of me now

17. I wouldlike to know how my t g or

administrktion it supposed to change.

6 7

Very true of me now

18. I would, like iip familiarize 'other departments 0

or persons with the progress of bilingual.

education. .

19. T,-amuconcerned about evaluating my-impact on 0

i studenIs.

20. I would like to revise bilingual eliication's 0

'instructional approach.

21. I am completely occupied with other things.
/

22. I would like to Modify our use of bilingual-
education based on the experiences of our

students.

23. Although I don't know about bilingual
/ education, I am concerned about things in the-

area.

24. I would like to excite my students about their
part in bilingual education.

25. I am concerned about time spent working with
nonacademic problems related to bilingual

education.

0

0

26. I would like to know what the use of bilingual 9

education will require in the immediate future.

27. I would like to coordinatt my effort with 0

others tO maximize bilingual education's
effects.

28. I would like to have more information an time

and energy commitments required by bilingual
education.

29. I would like to know what other faculty are
doing in the area of bilingual education.

30. At this time, I am not interested in learning
about bilingual education.

. 0

0

3 4

6 7

6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 A 5 6

3 4

2 3 4

1 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 -6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 , 6

. Copyright, 1974
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Project

R-1-D Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas at Austin
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.N\ . I--
0 1 2 3 4

.

5 6 7

.Not true of me.now Somewhat true of me now Very true of ir now

.,,

*0

' 31. I would like to dOtermine how to supplement., 0 1

enhante or replace bilingual education.

32.. I would like to use feedback from Students to
change bilingual education.

33. I mould like to know how my role will Change
when I am'using bilingual education.

34. Coordination of tasks and people is taking too
mnch of my time.

35. I would like to know how bilingual education is 0 1 2

better than what we hatre now.

7-90 3 4 5

5

3 7

\'\

r Copyright, 1974
Procedures for Adopting Educational Innovations/CBAM Project

R+D Center for teacher Education, ie University of Texas at Austin
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PLEASE.COMPLETE TAE FOLLOWIk.:

1. School District

2. School Name

3. Teacher Name
au*

4. Grade(s) you currently teach: (check on or pore)

1 2 3 4 5 Other, specify

5. Number of years at present schoOl

6. Age: 20-29 30-39 40-49 , 50-59 60-69.

7. What is your ethnicity: Mexican American , Black Americ
Anglo American , Other

8. How long have you been teaching in a bilingual.classroom, not counting thia
,year? Ow

_

X,--,

Never 1 year 42 years 3 yedts 4 years

2\.
9, In your use df bilingual education, do you consider yourselfto be al

Nonuser' Novice Intermediate Old hand Past user .

10. Proficiency in Spanish: Excellent Fair Poor

11. What is your Texas Education Agency Certification statue? (Check one)

State Certified Teacher with Bilingual Endorsement.

State Certified Teacher with Special Aesignment Permit.

State Certified Teacher with No Bilingual Endorsement or Special Assign-
ment Permit.

t.//.eaCgrrently ching on an Emergency Certificate.

Other, specify: 6

12. HaVe you received spedialized training in bilingual education? Yes No

If yes, what type of training did you redeive' (check one or more).

irCollege course( ) District sponsored workshop(s)

TEA/Service Center 30-Hour Institute

Other training (specify type and length)

err'

Highest degree earned: Associate Bachelor Masters Doctorate

14. Year degree earned
64
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19 TAC CHAPTER 77, Subchapter R
' Bilingual Education

Program Monitoring Report

LEA: CONTACT PERSON:

.

f

./

_

0,

ADDRESS: TITLE:

ADMINISTRATOR: DATE(s):

or MONITORING TEAM

TEAM MEMBERS:

,

CHAIRPERSON:

r

! ,

!

,

1

4

-

,

COMPLIANCE STANDARD INDICATOR(s) FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS*
r

L

7.

'

Districts required to establish
a bilingual education or special
language program stiall establish
and operate a Language Profi-
ciency Assessment dommittee
(LPAC).

,

(Sec. 77.355)

6 It

.

,

1A. If the district is required to es-
tablish a bilingual education or

* special language program, has it
established an LPAC?

1B. Does the membership of the LPAC
haitas a minimum the following?
. A campus administrator
. A bilingualsteacher

,

. An ESL teacher

. A parent of a LEP student

1C. Has the LPAC reviewed the Home
Language Survey Data?,

1D. Has the LPAC reviewed the relative
language proficiency of each stu-
dent?

1A. Yes No
.

1B.
.

Yes No

.

.

1C. Yes No

1D. Yes 'No

111111 NM MI AIM III III am a No NE ow am



111 NM MI NM Oa

COMPLIANCE STANDARD

.

.,

INDICATOR(S) FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS

.

116..

_

4,

,

,

l

.

.

_

I

.

C.4

,

,

.

1 .

-

.

_

,

1E.

,

1F.

1G.

1H.

11.

How many PLS students scored between
the 23rd and 40th percentile on the
language arts and reading section of
an agency appioved standardized test?

1E.

...,

.

. i

How many students scoring between
the 23rd and 40th percentile on the
language arts and reading-section of

e
an agency approved standardized test
were classified as LEP and recom-
mended for program placement?

1F.'(/

.

.

N

1G.
t::

HQW. many students scoringhetween ,

the 23rd and 40th percentile on the
language arts and reading section of
an agency approved standardized fest
were not classified as LEP? ,

k...,

How many students scoring between
the 23rd and 40th percentile at the
end of the year on the language arts
and reading section,of an agency ap-
proved stanO.rdized test have been
classified(as non-LEP and been recom-
mended for exiting?

,

1H.

.

.

.

.

,

Holikany studen in between
the 23rd and 40th percen ile at the
end of the year on the language arts
and'reading section of an agenc-ap-
proved standardized test have ndt.
been,recommended for exiting?

.

11.

,

v..

7
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COMPLIANCE STANDARD

mo.
_

INDICATOR(S) FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS

.

,

,

2.

I

Districts which are unablemito
offer bilingual educationlin re-
quired by 77.352 (a) (1) shall
offer an alternative program.
(Sec. 77.352 (b)

7 3

1J.

1K.

1L.

1M.

.

1N.

2A.,

2B.

2C.

Has tile LPAC documented evidence
etat students scoring between the
23rd and 40th percentile on the lan-
guage arts and reading section of an
agency approved standardized,test
still have a need for instruction
through th primary language?

1J. Yes No

.

,

Have students scoring below the de-
signated levels on oral language pro-
ficiency tests and scoring below the
23rd percentile been classified as
LEP and recommended by LPAC for pro-
gram placement?

1K. Yes No

'Has the LPAC been given the oppor-
,

tunity to review other pertinent
data as needed?

1L. Yes No

'

Are records of classification of
students kept by LPAC?

1M. Yes No

4

. Has the LPAC been given the oppor-
tunity to review and monitor LEP
student progress?

1N. Yes No

Has the district requested permission
for an alternative program from the
Commissioner of Education?

2A. Yes

'

No

.

Was the request for approval for an
alternative proram submitted byv
August 15 of the school year?

2B.f

0

Yes
,

,

Has,the district received approval
from the agency tp operate an alter-
native program? tA

h

2c. Yes . Nq

4,
7
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COMPLIANCE STANDARD
-

INDICATOR(S) .

,

FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS

,

3.

'4

,

,

.

.

r
,

'

Distrdcts not required to pro-
vide a bilingual education or
other special language program
=Jar Sec. 21.453, TEC, shall
provide an approkiate language
program foqLEP students,
(Sec. 77.352 (d))

2D.

2E.

3A.

,

. ,

Does the program being implemented
conform with the alternative program
approved by the agency?

2D. Yes No

,

,

Has the district taken adequate'steps
to recruit qualified personnel? #

(check as applicable:)

. Retraining and reassignment of
district personnel

2E. Yes No

.

)

c--
)

.

,

o

. -

.

,

. Provide financial incentives above
and beyond state and local pay.

- standards .

. Letters of recruitment to univer-
sities,with bilingual teacher
training programs
How many
Newspaper Ads
Active recruitment on college
campuses
Which campuses?

, ,

, ,

, ,

. Use professional teacher organi-
zations to acquire bilingual teach-
ers

. Other:

Does the district provide for its
LEP students an English as a second
language program in grades K-12?

,

3A.
.

Yes No
,



COMPLIANCE STANDARD INDICATOR(S) ji_
FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS

. Districts that provide a program
of instruction in English as a
second language (ESL) shall de-
velop a program.of intensive ,

instruttion which considers the
student's'learning experiences,
and which incorporates the4cul-

tural'aspects of the student's

backgrounds.
(Sec: 77.353 (b))

4

,

.

,

,

7 i
.

-

-

4A.

4B.

4C.
i .

4D.

4E.

Is the district's ESL program an in-
tensive program of instruction with
the purpose Of developing English
6mpetence?
. Classes stress oral language

development? 4

. Class conducted mostly in English?

Does the district's ESL program pro-
vide for language diffdrences by
using the results of language asses-
ment for instructional prescriptions?

Does the ESL program reflect a de-
velopmental and sequenced approach
to listening, speaking, reading, and

writing? (as evidenced by0
. Lesson plans
. Materials

-c

Class groupings
Curriculum guides

Are the ESL ,teachers trained in re-
cognizing and dealing with language

differences? .

(check as applicable:)
. By ESC

4A. Yes No

.

4B. Yes No

4C. Yei No 0-E C
4

4D.' Yes No

.

0,
e

By University
...

Are the cultural aspects of the stu-
dent's backgrounds an integral part

of the ESL program
As evidenced4by Eulturally rele-
vant materials
As evidenced by culturally rele-

vant classywm displays

,

4E% Yes No

10
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COMPLIANCCSTANDARD INDICATOR(S) .
FINDINGS/E CEPTIONS

-

5.

_
.

.

..

i

.

4

.

,

The distiict's LPAC shall give
written notice to the parent oft
the classification of his/her
child as a student of limited
English OrofWency within 10
days after this clasaification
occurs,
(Sec. 77.360 (3))

-

-
.

79

4F.

4G.

4H.

'5 .

5B.

_

Are the previous learning experiences
of the students an integial part of
the ESL program?

. As evidenced by class participation

. As evidenced by class asipments
-

Are pettinent cultural patterns of
the United States included in the
ESL program? (as evidenced by:) '

. Materials

. Lesson plans .

,
,

Has the district ensured that ade-
quate 'panning and commbnication -

occurs between the'ESL and the regu-
lar teacher?
(check as applicable:)
Regularly scheduled meetings

4F. Yes

.

4G. Yes No .

.

4H. Yes

,

. Other \
4

,

Was the notice given within 10 days
,

to the student's parent? .

Were the parents of students eligible
to,Rarticipate in the required bi-
Vegual education program informed
of the benefits of the bilingual
education or special language pro-
gram and that it is an integral part
of the school program?
(check as applicable:) \

. Letter from superintendent

5A. Yes No

..-

,

,

8u .

. Newslettei
Phone call

. Teacher home visit

. Other



.

.

.00 LIANCE STANDARD
r

. .

.

INDICATOR(S)
.

,

FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS
.

.

.

,

.

.

c)

01

,A student who is not of limited -

.English proficiency shall be al-
lowed to participate in a bilin-,
gual education program with the
'approval of the School district
and the studentts.parent. .

(Sec. 77.358 (g))

. .

Districts shall place students
enrolled in bilingual educati6n
'or-special language programs in
classes with other Students of
approximately the same age and
level of educational attainment.
(8ec. 77.359 (b)) .

,

.0.-

.

.

r .

/
.

Does evidence indicate that LEP
studenft are participating fully
with their English-speaking
peers in subjects where language
proficiency is not essential,
including art, music, and phy-
sical education?

.

6A.

7A.

7B.

8A.

.

.
.

Does documentation indicate that the
district has kept the number of stu-

,:dents who are non-LEP to 40% or less
-. of the total enrollees in the bilin-

gual education program?
.

.

Has the district documented its ef-
forts to place stItents enrolled in
bilingual education or Other special
language programs' in classes with
other students of approximately the
same age and leVel of attainment?.
. As evidenced by classroom cumula-
tive folders

. As evidenced by grade book

Has the district'kept adequate re-
cords of the educational level and
progress of each student enrolled
-in the program? A .

!

. Progress in firsf language
. Cumulative/folder
. Grade bocik
. Report card

. Progress in 2nd,language
. CuliUlative folder
. Grade book
. Report card

.

Wasy'dence observable in class
r),' ers, in class assignments, etc.,
/' at LEP students are participating

/ fully in subjects such as art, music,
and physical education?

(

.

6A.
.

yes No

,

7A.

.

Yes No

.

.

-

38.
.

.

Yes No

-

.
,b

8A. Yes No

.

.

.

.

.
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COMPLIANCE STANDARD .INDICATOR(S) FINDItitS/EXCEPTION5"

9. Does evidence indipate that the
district has ensured thatatu-
dents of limited English profi-
ciency have the opportunity to
participate fully with other
atudents in extracurricular ac.-
tivities? ,

10. District's bilingual education
and special language programs
shall operate under the student-
teacher ratio established by tht
'-sgency;.and phall reflect the
special educational needs of'
the students.
(Set. 77.359)

11.. Districts must provide.a bilin-
gual or special language pro-
gram to students of limited
English proficiency even if the
students have S handicapping
condition.
(Sec. 77.357 (g))

4

12. Districts may transfer a LEB
student out of q bilingual edu=
cation or special langUage pro-

EHgram if the,student is able to
participate equallyin the reg-
ularaIl'Eneish program.'
(Sec 77.356 (h))

91!L Was evidence observable in class
rosters, in claas asaignments, etc.,
that LEP students have the opportun-
7ity to participate.fully with other
students in'extracuxricitlar actiVi-
ties?

10A. Has the district complied with the
student-teacher ratio established in
TEC Sec..16.102?
In gradea K.-12 the ratio should he ,

as close to 1:25 as possible,.

11A. Has the,district identified and is
it serVing Students tlegible .for
programs under this subchapter ih
acCOrdance With TEC Section 21.4551

11B. Has the district ensured adequate
coordination between bilingual or
other special language personnel and
special education personnel?
(check as applicable0
Individual Educational Plan for
Special Education LEPs
Planning meetings.between Special'
Language and Special.Education
personnel,

. Other '

9A. Yes

*IP

No

410

10A. Yes No

11A. Yes

11B. Yts

No

12A. Has the district administered.agency 12A. Yes
approved English'bral language pro-
'ficiency test to determine if LEP ,

students may exit?

No

84
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COMPLIANCE STANDARD

.

.

t
INDICATOR(S)

.

,

-FINDINQS/MNEPTIONS

.

0

.

kp

.

&

.

.

4

.

.

y

,

.

.

.

,

8 6

.

.

4
.

.

.

.

,

.
,

.

.

.

QD

.

.

12B,

l2C.

12D.

12E.

.

. .

Has the district administered agetcy
approved written standardize4 tests

_in English to eaCh LEP students to
determine if the student may exit?

.

.

Has the district administered the
SBOE criteria for the reclassifica-
tion:

*. At K-1 student scares above desig-
. ,

: nated'levels.for LEP otiroxal profi-
ciency

. At 2712, student acore0 above de-
aignated levels for LEP on oral.
proficiency and scores above-40th
percentile on ihe language arts
sections of.an agency approved
atandardized written proficiency
vest and is recommended for exit

P.byLA.
_

How many students scoring between
23rd and,40th percentile on the lan-
guagg arts and reading section of an
agency approved a standardized test
were classified, as LEP and'recom-'
-mended for program placement? r

- .

12B. Yes,, No

.

-

12C.

.

Yes No

4'

.

,

.

12D. .

1
.

1
-

....

How many students scoring between.
23rd and 40th percentile on the lan-
guage arts and reading ,section of.an
agency approved standardized teat
continued to be classified as LEP?

_
.

12E.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

Sb

Smai-----immum or
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.

0 MANCE STANDARD

.

INDICATOR(S) FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS
.

,

.

.

13..

v
.

,

.

.

.

.

.
. ,

-

.

%

. .

. , .

-
.

\
. ,..

.

An LPAC that'exits students
from bilingual educatiolepro-
grams shall conduct follow-up
studiee on each ekited student
for two years, and 'shall consi-
der all auropriate data, and

,may prescelbe participation in
Trograms that addrese the needs
of the student. .

(Sec..77,355.(h)

.

12F. How many'studentsoscoring between
.

the 23rd and 40th percentile on the
language arts and reading sectionsoof
an agency approved standardized tst
have been reclassified as non-LEP
and have been recommended fox exit-
ing?

1

12F:

.

e

.

a
i

v
12G.. How many students scoring between

the 23rd and 40th percentile on the
language arts'and reading segtions of
an agency-approved standardized test
hafve.been reclassified as non-LEP
and have not been recommended for

.

eXiting? -

12G:
:

.

/

12H. Has the LPAC docutented evidence.that
students scoring between the 23rd
and 40th percentile ()Tithe language

s-section of an agency approved
s andardized written proficiency.
est still have.a need for instruc-
ti,---..tirrNgh the primary language?

.
.

121. Have students scoring above the
peräentile on the language arts
sections of an agency.approved stan-
dardized written proficipncy test.

0
been reclassified and recommended
for exiting?

4
,

13A. Has the LPAC properly documen4d
two-year follow-up study on each
student for whom it has recommended
a tradefer out of the bilingual
ucation program?

.

.

. .

A

40th

its.

..

ed- ,

12H.

.

Yes No .

,

-...

.

.

.

121.
.

Yes
.

4

.

13A. Yes, . No -

88

,

.



GOMPLIANCE STANDARD INDIGATOR(S) FINDINGS/EXCEOIONS

14. Districts shall assign'to bi-
lingual education and special
language programs teachers that
are apprapriately certified.
Districts that are unable to
secure fully-certi.kied bilingual
teachers shall request emergency
permits or special assignment
permits, as appropriate, in
accordance with Subchapter N
of Chapter 141 of this title.
(Sec..77.361. (a))

13B. .Has the LPAC reviewed all pertinent
information on each exited student/.
,(c eck as aliplicable0

,

. A hievement-tebt scores
Criterion-referenced test
scores

. Grades in all subjects or
courses

. Written & oral teacher!s
evaluation

. Other information as
appropriate

13C. Has the LpAC prescribed participation
in bilingual education, ESL, compen7
satory,' or othgr programs that ad-
dress the needs.of those.students who
are not performing s desired in thd
all-Rnglish curriculum?

"14A._ Has the district emplyed appropri-
ately certified teachers in its bi-
linipal progrgm?

1413. Has the districeeMployed appiopri,
ately certified teacherg ip its ESL
program?

14C. If the district wag linable to secure

full), certified bilingual education
teachers did it take all reasonable'
'affirmative steps in its attgmpt to

,
secure them?

R4pruitment vi
bitters of recru ment
Other

"Is

13B. Yes

13C. Yes

14A. Yes No

14B. Yes

14C. Yes

1

.r.

Nom=
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COMPLIANCE STANDARD
, 4

INDICATOR(S) FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS

.

)

15.

,

.

.

..5

s..

,

,

Districts which establish a bi-
lingual education program shall
make it a full-time program of
dual-language instruction. pro:,

viding for the learning of basic
skills in the LEP.student's pri-
Mary language,-and which also_
provides for the mastery of
English-language skills. The
'program shall be designed to
consider the student's learnihg
experiences and shall incorpor-
ate,the cultural aspects of the
student'S backgroundt.
(Sec. 77.353 (a))

,

.
,--

Q i

14D.

14E.

.

15A.

5 ,

Did the_district fequest emergency
teaching pexmits or special assign-.
ment permits., as appropriate, in
accordance with Subchapter N of Chap-
ter 141, 'if it was unable to secure
fullY-certified bilingual education .

teachers?

Has the district comPensated bilin-.
gual education and special language
program teachers, as it may, for par=

14D. Yes No

.

.co

.

.

14E. Yes

.

No

.

,

,

.ticipation in continuing. education
programs designed to increase their
skills or_tp lead io bilingual or
special language certification in
accordance with Sec. 21.459 (f), TEC?

,

Basic concepts starting the student
in the school environment are taught
in the. student 's Primary language?
. po teachers use the child'S pri'r .

mary,language eo orient the child
to the schOolAkociety?
Do teachers use the child's pri-
marylanguage to establish a cli-'
mate in which the 'student may
learn?

.

15A. Yes . e

.

Yes No

Yes No

4
Basic skills comprehending,- speaking
reading, and writing shall. be de..

veloped in the student's primary
language as evidenced.b-Sh
- Curriculum guides

.

. do they exist?

. do teachers use'them?

15B... Yes No
.

.

,

9 !
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COMPLIANCE STANDARD
.

,

INDICATOft(S). ,

.

FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS

.

.

, -

.

.

..

.

,

.

.

,

1

-

,

.

1

.

,

.

15B.

,

(con't.):
.-

-Lesson plans'

. do lesson plans reflect primary
language developMent activities
'daily since the begipping.of
school?
is each day's activUy related to
'activities of the daTbefore and

/
the day after?

-._

. do leSson plans reflect cultural
and ethnic backgroun4 of pupils?

3-,Mater1als .

I do materials reflect appropriate
levels of difficulty?

: are stateadOilted, materials for
primary language.developMent
,used? .

-Classroom displays
. do displays'keflect an ethnic
background of pupils? . .

. are displays in both langauges?
-Class grouping

. is classroom.set up to use learn-
ing cepters and small ,group in-
structInn?
does teacher use language assess:-
.ment results,for intructiorral
grouping?

-Personnel
.

. does teacher provide inst,ruction
,

in the primary language daily?
. does the classroom ahve *each-
er aide?:

. if so, does the aide provide in-
atruction in the primar*Planguage?

,.

,

15B. (con't.)

.
(

_

Yes' No

.

bilr

4
.

,

.

Yes No
.

Yes
.

NO

Yes No

4.
.

Yes

_

Yes 'No
.

s No

.

(-- Yes

#

Yes No
I

Yes No

/

Cs )

. Yda No

.

(I.

9
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COMPLIANCE STANDARDN- N. t .

INDICATOR(q)
.

FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS
.

.

\

,

,

.

,

.

.

.

'

.

)

Ok

96

.

-

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

,

15C.

.

.

.

&

.

Ali,'

Basic skills of.comprehending, speak-
ini, reading,and writing shall'be
developed in the Englis6 language:
- Is the distric's ESL program an
intensive program ofjnstruction
with the-purpose of developing En-
glish.competence? .

:classes stress Oral language
development?

. classes conducted mostely in En-
glish?-

- Does the dft.trices ESL program
provide for language differences
by using the reSults of language
assessment for ingtructional pre-

- pcorelillil:nLL 'program reflect a
developmenkal and sequenced ap-

.

proacil to listening, speaking,
reading, and writing?
19sson plans .

. materials
clasg groupings

_ . curriculum guides
- Are the ESL teachers trained in
recognizing and'dealing with lan-
wage differences?
.,ESCs?
'by Vniverisites

- Are the cultural aspects'of the
student's 13sckground an integral
part of the ESL program?

. ,

as evidenced by culturally re- '.

levant
,

materials?
as evidenced by,cultelfally re-.
levant classroom d ays?

7' Are the previous learningjexper-
iences of-the students,aff-integral
part of the ESL program? -.

.

15C.

.

.

.

sly

.

.

,

Yes

Yes

'1

Yes
.0-N

Yes

Yes
.

.,

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

.

.

NO

-

.No

No .

No .

,

,

No

...

.

-

No

-

,

. Qi.:',
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,

INDICATOR(S) FINDINGS/EXCEPTIONS

4

A

r

,

.

.

.

'

,

.

.

.

) .

.

,

l

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

..

,

,

l

. '

.

.

.

15C.

,

.

.

15D.

-

,

f

(con't.)

. as evidenced by class participa-
tion?

, .

. as evidenced hy class assign-2
ments? -

Are pertinent cultural patterns of
'the United States included ln the

'., ESL program? '

. materials

. lesson,planS,
-How has the disttict_ensured that
adequate planni4 ahd communica-
tion occurs betwOen the ESL and th&,
teacher?

.., .

. regularly scheduled
meetings .

15C.

.

.(con't.)-

Yes No

Yes No
,

.

Yes No'

.

,

.

..

. other

Axe subject matter apd concepts
taught,in the:student's 'primary
language?
- Is math taught in the student's
primary lansuageas evidenced by:
. lesson plans

. .

. materials
,

. curriculut .

time on task
assessmentof.s nt progress

- Are social studies taught in the
student's primary language As
evidenced by:
. lesson plans
. materials .

curriculum guides
-. time on task 7

.

'. assessment of student progress

. .

15D.

.

.

,

Yes No

,

.
.

..

Yes' No4----

.

'Yes No

.

, .

1,
.

.

.
.

.."

9 O
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INDICATOR(S)
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' if

FiNDINGS/EXCEPTIONS
/

0

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

-

,

.

.

-

,

.

.

.

.

,.
.

I
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

,

y

.

,

,

. -

-

.

.

.

>

.

.

,

.
.

15D.
.

.

415E:

,

4

, .

(con't.) '

. .

. . ',':1, ''

- Is science taugfii in tbe'student's

IpriMagy language as- evi4enced by:

. lesSce plans
Materials \

. curriculum guides

. time on task ..-

,

. assessme* of student progress:

.

Subject matter and concepts shall
he taughtin the 'Luglish language.
(Is there evidence of the diStrict
effort to teach.English in:*
. lesson pkans
. materials
: curriculum gu des'''

. time on task( I4
assessment ok student progAss)

e -.

1

.

.

..

,

_.

//
.

.

.

I
. .

. . .

,

15D.
.

.

.

Actin ' t . ).

.

,

.
.

.

.

.

.
.

15E.

..

. i

. .

Yds . No
-.--i'.'-

r

-

,

.
.

-

. -

1 0 t

Th

.

s

..

...

-

.

.

. .
.

.

.

-,,

...


